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1.1

Introduction

1.2

Transform Tomorrow 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan General Survey

Surveys for the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan were separated into two phases. The first
phase, “Transform Tomorrow” asked the community about their travel patterns, transportation
concerns, needs, and desires. Over 2,000 responses were used to guide the Scenario
development for phase 2. Phase 2, “Drive the Future” focused on the community taking the wheel
and empowering them to drive their own future. Two surveys were conducted in Phase 2, the
Scenario survey and the Community Vision survey. This document discusses the survey
distribution process, addresses the major takeaways, and reviews the survey results for each of
the surveys.
The Sarasota/Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) asked the public to participate
in an online and paper survey, provided in both English and Spanish. Results from this survey
helped the MPO understand the public’s transportation concerns, needs, and desires. In addition
to understanding attitudes toward potential solutions, and how those solutions should be
prioritized. The survey opened on April 22, 2019 and closed on August 31, 2019.
1.2.1 Survey Distribution
Paper surveys were distributed to every library in both Manatee and Sarasota County in addition
to the Glasser/Schoenbaum Human Services Center. The online survey was placed on the main
page of the MPO website in addition to the Transform Tomorrow page. Social Media posts, eblasts, newsletters, press releases, etc. were created and distributed announcing the survey and
encouraging the public to participate. Table 1 details a list of locations where MPO staff
performed in-person outreach by distributing cards with the survey link, on-board surveys,
announcements during meetings and outreach events.
Table 1 - General Survey Outreach
Date

Agency

8/7/2019 MCAT

Location

Reach

6 & AMI

70
50

8/19/2019 MCAT

Lemon Bay Park and Environmental Learning Center,
570 Bay Park Boulevard, Englewood, FL
8, 2, & 3

8/20/2019 CTST

MPO Offices, 8100 15th Street East, Sarasota, FL

17

8/21/2019 Palma Sola
Scenic Highway
8/22/2019 MCAT/SCAT

Bradenton Public Works, 1411 9th Street West,
Bradenton, FL
Route 99

12

8/28/2019 SCAT

Route 17

40

8/28/2019 Newtown CHAT

North Sarasota Public Library 2801 Newtown Blvd,
Sarasota, FL
Route 12

8/12/2019 Englewood CRA

8/29/2019 SCAT

70

80
8
50
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Date

Agency

3/11/2019 TransForum
Neighborhoods
3/20/2019 Transform 2045

Location
Bayfront Community Center, 803 N. Tamiami Trail,
Sarasota, FL
Duffy's, University Parkway, Sarasota, FL

Reach
120
30

4/22/2019 2045 LRTP
USFSM, 8350 N. Tamiami Trail, Sarasota, FL
150
TransForum
1/28/2019 SWFL 2045
Venice Community Center
156
TransForum
In addition to community outreach, MPO staff contacted MPO boards members, committee
members, local organizations, and homeowner associations and asked them to distribute the
survey link to their members. Table 2 lists the organizations that were contacted and responded
back by sharing with their distribution lists, posted the link on their websites, and/or shared the
link on social media platforms.
Table 2 - List of Participating Partners
Name
Sarasota Developmental Disability Committee
Sarasota Community Alliance (agencies)
Sarasota EDC
Manatee Chamber of Commerce
Anna Maria Island Chamber of Commerce
Sarasota/Manatee Bicycle Club
Gulf Coast Velo
Manatee County Government
Sarasota County Government
City of North Port
City of Sarasota
City of Venice
Palmer Ranch Master Association (homes)
The Siesta Key Association of Sarasota, Inc.
CCNA
Age Friendly Sarasota
The Patterson Foundation
Manatee-Sarasota Building Industry Association
Port Manatee
CareerSource Suncoast
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Name
Friends of The Legacy Trail
United Way
Manatee Community Foundation
Florida Department of Health - Sarasota County

1.3

General Survey

The MPO used Survey Gizmo, an online platform, for the first survey. One hundred English copies
and 50 Spanish copies were printed and distributed to each library in Sarasota and Manatee
County in addition to the Glasser Shoenbaum Health Services Complex. Through partnerships
and staff outreach, 2,001 people participated in this survey, making the results statistically valid.
Given a 5% margin of error, respondents reflected a quota sample, distributed proportionately
among each zip code within the region. Additionally, the demographics (age, race, gender) were
all proportionate to the region based on the 2010 census data. Below are the descriptive figures
of the respondents.
1.3.1 Major Takeaways from the General Survey
•

Results gave a clear picture of the community’s priorities. The community’s response
emphasized the importance of promoting opportunities, protecting the environment, and
providing more transportation choices.

•

Promote Opportunities emphasized a full range of jobs, safe and efficient access to jobs
and services, and affordable housing and transportation.

•

Protecting the environment focused on sustainability over generations and resiliency from
storms and flooding.

•

Providing choices highlighted where to live (neighborhood types), where to work and shop
(center types), and how to travel (modes).

•

Another major takeaway was the similarities and differences among people under 45 and
people 45 and older. Similarities included ideas and beliefs regarding the importance of
the environment and the urgency to preserve and protect it. One of the key differences
were commuting patterns and how often each experienced traffic.

Below is a summary of how the results from the general survey were used to create four unique
scenarios:
Scenario

Environment

Economic
Development

Growth Management

Transportation
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Trend

Economic
Diversity

Environmental
Health

Vibrant Places

•

Meet wetland
protection
requirements

•

Meet flood zone
requirements

•

Continued
reliance on
tourism and
retirees

•

Continued market
trends

•

Limited centers
infill

•

Planned
community growth
east of I-75

•

Enhance urban and
suburban centers
for high tech
employers
Centers housing for
high tech
employees

•

Focus on road
improvements (I75 and to the
east)

•

Limited
development of
transit, biking, and
walking

•

Road capacity
improvements
where needed

•

Fixed bus routes
west of I-75

•

Walking and
biking in urban
centers

•

Meet wetland
protection
requirements

•

Focus on
attracting high
tech employers

•

Meet flood zone
requirements

•

Attract highly
educated
workers

•

•

Support
secondary
education

•

Planned
communities

•

Limit population
growth to
sustainable
levels

•

Strong urban
growth boundary

•

Fixed bus routes
west of I-75

•

Focus on infill and
redevelopment
west of I-75

•

Walking and
biking in centers
and on corridors

•

Enhance existing
urban centers

•

•

Transit oriented
development (TOD)

Premium transit
in centers and
urban corridors

•

•

Traditional
neighborhood
development (TND)

Walking and
biking in centers,
TODs and TNDs

•

Enhanced
estuary
protection

•

Enhanced
upland /
wetland habitat
protection

•

Reduced carbon
emissions

•

Meet wetland
protection
requirements

•

Meet flood zone
requirements

•

Reduce carbon
emissions

•

Limit economic
development to
sustainable
levels

•

Continued
reliance on
tourism and
retirees

•

Attract high tech
employers /
employees

1. Gender
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Choose not to
answer
4%

Female
52%

Male
44%

2. Age

Choose not to
answer
4%

Under 18
1%

18-24
3% 25-34
8%
35-44
9%

65+
39%

45-54
14%
55-64
23%
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3. Race and Ethnicity

85.6%

White

3.2%

0.7%

1.2%

Black or
African
American

American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

Asian

4.7%
Hispanic,
Latino, or
Spanish
origin

0.1%

0.3%

Native
Hawaiian

Pacific
Islander

1.6%

5.5%

Other - Write Choose not
In
to answer

Given a 5% margin of error, respondents’ race and ethnicity are proportionate to the region based
on the 2010 United States Census.

4. How many motor vehicles are available for use in your household?

3+
17%

0
2%
1
32%

2
49%

When asked how many motor vehicles are available for use in your household, 66% responded
they have 2 or more cars available while 34% responded they have 1 motor vehicle or no motor
vehicles available to them in their household.
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5. What is your primary mode of transportation?
Walk
2%

Bicycle Bus
3%
2%

Car
93%

140 people said they bike, bus, or walk as their primary mode of transportation.
6. Your primary mode of transportation is mostly determined by:

Reliability
18%

Accessibility
27%

Location
31%
Cost 3%

Availability
22%

People responded their primary mode of transportation is mostly determined by location,
accessibility, availability, reliability, and cost.
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7. How important are transportation issues to you and your family?

Not too important
3%
Not important at all
Neutral
1%
5%
Somewhat
important
23%

Very important
68%

91% of respondents believe that transportation issues are important to them and their families.

8. In the last six months, have any household members missed any of the following due to a lack of
transportation?

20
11.2%
10

7%

8.1%

6.3%

8.1%
2%

2.8%

2.9%

2.3

0

420 (21%) people, or their family members, have missed at least one of these activities in the past
6 months due to lack of transportation
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9. During the last 30 days, did you:
General Population

60

PERCENT

50
40

52.3
39.6

36.5
29

30
20
10

8.6

6.1

9.2

0

Population Under 45
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80
70

71.5
59

PERCENT

60
44.2

50
40

30.4

30

16

20

9.6

6.1

10
0

Respondents under 45 are twice as likely to commute and use taxi, Uber, or Lyft services than the
rest of the population.

10. Besides driving or riding in a motorized vehicle, which of the following are you most likely to use?
General Population

Percent

55.3
37.1

35.9
27.4

21.9

19

18.4
8.8

10.9
3.2

4.4
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Population Under 45

56.5

55.2

35.9

32.7
20.3

29.2

23.5

14

13.7

4.4

1.3

11. How important is it to the community to have public transportation choices?

Not too important
Not important at all
3%
2%
Neutral
7%
Somewhat
important
16%

Very important
73%
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12. How many days a week, on average, do you use public transportation?

3-4 days
2%
1-2 days
3%

5-6 days
Everyday
1%
1%

Less than once a
week
15%

None
78%

13. Do you feel safe using public transportation?

Don't know
22%

No
17%

Yes
61%
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14. How would you describe your neighborhood?
General Population
Rural (i.e. Myakka,
etc.)
Urban (i.e.
5%
Downtown
Bradenton,
Downtown
Sarasota, etc.)
22%

Suburban (i.e.
Lakewood Ranch,
Palmer Ranch, etc.)
72%

Population under 45
Rural (i.e. Myakka,
etc.)
5%
Urban (i.e.
Downtown
Bradenton,
Downtown
Sarasota, etc.)
33%
Suburban (i.e.
Lakewood Ranch,
Palmer Ranch, etc.)
63%

1 out of 5 respondents from the general population live in an urban
neighborhood compared to
1 out of 3 respondents under the age of 45.
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15. What is the most critical transportation problem in your neighborhood?
General Population
Lack of bicycle lanes/trails
Lack of coordination between land use and
transportation (roadway type does not

7%

12%

Lack of highway or road network

5%

Lack of safe access to transit and/or lack of
amenities (i.e. shelter, benches,

2%
4%

Lack of sidewalks/crosswalks

37%

Lack of transit service

8%

Safety issues (i.e. speeding, red light running,
accidents, etc.)
Traffic congestion

11%

Other - Write In

15%

Population under 45
Lack of bicycle lanes/trails

5%

Lack of coordination between land use and transportation
(roadway type does not

13%

Lack of highway or road network

8%

24%

2%
7%

Lack of safe access to transit and/or lack of amenities
(i.e. shelter, benches,
Lack of sidewalks/crosswalks
Lack of transit service
Safety issues (i.e. speeding, red light running, accidents,
etc.)

12%

16%

Traffic congestion
Other - Write In

13%

While traffic congestion was the most critical issue for both groups, People under 45 had greater
concern for safety issues, lack of transit services, lack of sidewalks/crosswalks, lack of safe
access to transit, and lack of coordination between land use and transportation than the general
population.
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16. Do you have access to pedestrian walkways and bike paths in your neighborhood?

Don't know , 1%
No , 27%

Yes , 73%

1 out of 4 respondents do not have access to pedestrian walkways or bike
paths in their neighborhood.

17. Have you, in the last 5 years, experienced any of the following in your neighborhood:

55.3%

34.2%

13.3%

12.9%

Road erosion

Storm surge

5.1%
Flooding

King tide

None

45% of respondents have experienced at least one resiliency issue in the last 5 years.
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18. Describe your overall satisfaction with the Manatee County and Sarasota County transportation
system. This includes roads, bridges, public transit, walking, and biking.

Very satisfied
7%

Very dissatisfied
12%

Somewhat satisfied
27%

Somewhat
dissatisfied
24%

Neutral
28%

34% of respondents are very or somewhat satisfied, 28% are neutral, and 36% say they are very or
somewhat dissatisfied.

20. How often do you experience traffic congestion in Sarasota and/or Manatee Counties?
General Population

Seasonally
25%
A few times a year
3%

Never
1%

Daily
50%

Monthly
3%
Weekly
18%
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Population under 45
Seasonally
8%
A few times a year
4%

Never
1%

Monthly
2%
Weekly
21%
Daily
64%

Respondents from the general population indicated they experience traffic congestion seasonally
whereas respondents under 45 experience traffic congestion Daily

21. How long is your commute from WORK to home?
General Population
Less than 10 minutes

45%

10-14 minutes
15-19 minutes
8%
5%
7%

1%
3%

6%

7%
7%

6%

5%

20-24 minutes
25-29 minutes
30-34 minutes
35-44 minutes
45-59 minutes
60-89 minutes
90 or more minutes
I don't commute
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Population under 45
Less than 10 minutes
10-14 minutes
15-19 minutes
20-24 minutes
25-29 minutes
30-34 minutes
35-44 minutes
45-59 minutes
60-89 minutes
90 or more minutes
I don't commute

8%
5%

13%

%

9%

11%

12%
14%
9%

9%
10%

45% of respondents from the general population do not commute compared to 8% of
respondents under the age of 45.

22. How often do you travel to Charlotte, Pinellas, and/or Hillsborough Counties?

Never
9%

Rarely (fewer than 6
times per year)
25%

Occasionally (fewer
than 12 times per
year)
21%

Almost daily (20+
times per month)
5%

Frequently (11 to 19
times per month)
4%
Regularly (6 to 10
times per month)
7%
Often (3-5 times per
month)
10%

Once or twice a
month
19%
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23. How does traffic congestion affect your quality of life?

No negative effect
7%
Strong/very strong
negative effect
38%

Slight/moderate
negative effect
55%

93% of respondents feel traffic congestion negatively impacts their quality of life.
24. How important do you think the following issues are on a regular scale?
General Population
Issue

Checks

Row Check %

Water pollution

1,325

81.5%

Air pollution

1,087

65.7%

Depletion of Earth's resources

1,038

63.8%

Traffic/Congestion

1,029

62.6%

Poor waste water

956

59.5%

Flooding

918

56%

Sea-level rise

896

55.3%

Litter
CO2 emission

864
850

52.7%
52.2%

Storm surge

769

47.4%
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Population under 45
Issue

Checks

Row Check %

Water pollution

259

82%

Depletion of Earth's resources

233

73.7%

Air pollution

223

70.1%

Litter

205

64.5%

Poor waste water

201

63.8%

Sea-level rise

190

60.1%

CO2 emission

184

58%

Traffic/Congestion

178

55.8%

Flooding

166

52.2%

Storm surge

136

43.2%

Traffic/Congestion was the #4 most important environmental issue for general population
respondents whereas for respondents under 45, Traffic/Congestion was #7.
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25. Please rank each of the following environmental concerns in order of importance from top to bottom
where the top concern is the most important and the bottom concern is the least important.

25. How much have you heard about self-driving cars/autonomous vehicles?
Not much
7%

None at all
2%
A lot
41%

Some
51%

93% of respondents have heard about self-driving cars/autonomous vehicles.
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26. How safe would you feel being a passenger in a self-driving car/autonomous vehicle?
General Population

Undecided
8%
Not at all safe
23%

Extremely safe
6%
Very safe
24%

Not so safe
39%

Population under 45

Undecided Extremely safe
3%
9%
Not at all safe
18%

Very safe
34%

Not so safe
36%

30% of respondents from the general population would feel safe compared to 43% of
respondents under the age of 45.
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27. How likely are you to purchase a self-driving car/autonomous vehicle once the technology is fully
developed?

Undecided
6%

Not at all likely
31%

Extremely likely
11%

Very likely
23%

Not so likely
30%

2 out of 3 respondents are not likely to buy a self-driving car/autonomous vehicle.

28. How would you rank the following needs from top to bottom, where the top need is the most
important and the bottom is the least important?
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29. What do you consider the top three (3) most critical transportation issues facing our community?

Rank Choice
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Relieving traffic congestion
Improving infrastructure conditions
Controlling distracted drivers
Environmental mitigation and stormwater runoff
Increased bus/transit service
Adding bicycle lanes/routes
Using technology to manage traffic (signal timing, digital messaging,
etc.)
8 Building or expanding roads
9 Emergency preparedness
10 Other

Count
2330
1220
906
841
769
747
744
724
637
98
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1.4

Scenario Survey

The MPO used SurveyMonkey platform for the second survey, open from October – February
2020. One version of the survey was created using both English and Spanish separated by a ‘/’.
This method proved to be time effective for MPO Staff when creating and distributing these
surveys.
Scenarios were created with community input to explore how three themes, derived from
community surveys and workshops, compared to the current trend could play out over the next
fifty years. Each scenario illustrates future types and locations of communities, which influence
how people will travel in the future.
Participants’ reactions to the scenarios helped the MPO better understand preferences. Those
preferences were used to create a regional vision that sets context for transportation
improvements developed for the Long Range Transportation Plan. Through partnerships and
staff outreach, 206 people participated in this survey. Below are the descriptive figures of the
respondents.
1.4.1 Major Takeaways from the Scenario Survey
•

For each scenario, what people liked most also turned out to be what people liked least.
This showed a priority divide among the population indicating the vision needed to provide
a balance between these dividing factors.

Below is a graphic of people’s preferences of the scenarios in relation to how each scenario
works toward achieving mandated national and state performance measures.

Below is the first DRAFT of the 2070 Vision that was formed based on the responses from this
survey.
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Q1. How would you rate the Trend Scenario? (1 star is the worst, 5 stars is the best) / ¿Como evaluarías
es escenario de tendencias? (1 estrella es peor, 5 estrellas es lo mejor)

Q2. What do you like best about the Trend Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta más sobre escenario de tendencias?
174 Responses
acknowledges need for road planning and development east of 75
Since we can't stop the development, glad bus service being planned in those communities.
Bike improvements
Status quo is most comfortable for many people
To me, if you want to get sick (aka closer to phosphate mining) then sure looks like a great
scenario.
I would love to move to downtown Sarasota or to a condo close to University and 41 (I have it
picked out.) This scenario would be perfect for that life.
It's a step in the right direction
Reliance on tourism
Environment and Transportation.
Not much
Growth in existing urban centers/not out east.
Compliance with Environmental constraints
Transit, walk, and bike improvements everywhere
That it is auto oriented.
I like the improvements in the the urban centers but I would like them to connect throughout
the county.
Pedestrian and bicycle improvements.
It's at least meeting a lowest common denominator.
Growth in existing Urban Centers and Transit, walk and bike improvements
try to meet the wetland requirements
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Planning residential developments east of I-75; Bicycle and pedestrian improvements
HAS BEEN GENERALLY SUCCESSFUL TO DATE
The balance between economic/environment/growth management
Communities east of I-75 would be "planned."
I think with climate change impacting our coastline, it makes sense for future development to
be inland.
Transit, walking and bike improvements in urban centers
The environmental concerns.
In fill development
If this is the trend, Growth Management is Key and focusing on managing traffic patterns to
improve safety while promoting time efficient travel is critical
transit walk and bike improvements in urban centers...please take into account the Rosemary
Dist of Sarasota...now with a population of over 3,000...and growing to over 4,000 in the next
five years.
Reduces congestion west of I75.
This survey gets an F.
It encourages development of shopping malls and proliferation of big box stores outside of
downtown and charming existing neighborhoods.
Transit, walk and bike improvements
More emphasis on natural corridors to maintain unique attraction for retirees, vacationers, and
quality of life for families and industry attracting employees.
Less vehicle congestion west of I75. Improvement for bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
1. Environmental set asides land areas.
2. Transit improvements at urban centers/hubs.
The focus is on removing congestion in the urban center, including improvements to different
forms of mobility in the center
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements in business areas. Road improvements east.
It's a natural, but unplanned evolution from today.
nothing
Transit, walk, and bike improvements in urban centers; meet wetland and flood zone
requirements
Planned communities
Transit/walk/bike transitions
I agree that new residential is taking place east of 75 but there are lots of improvements that
should take place on existing roads
Improvement for pedestrians and bicycles are projected to be made in downtown.
It acknowledges bike transportation
I like that you are going to improve the roads and the bike/pedestrian
Economic reliance on retirees and tourism
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Cycling is included
Remember to continue applying
This trend is misleading and a loaded question. It is irresponsible to have in a survey and
fails to identify that cities fail to increase density to provide the housing market demands.
Walk and bike improvements
includes transportation options
Consideration given to pedestrians and cyclists
Transit and road inclusion and improvements
Nothing
Urban considerations for walking and biking safety.
Bike improvements in urban centers
Environmental consideration
Bike improvements in urban areas
Bike lane expansion in urban areas
wetlands and flood zones
Not much except for the acknowledgement for the need of transit, walk and bike
improvements
Job creation
Focus on developing traffic problems east of I-75. Growth Management
environment
Environmental protection, transit, bike, walk improvements in urban centers
Some concern for the environment.
Transit, walk and bike improvements in urban areas.
Getting too crowded
Nothing to commend it
It captures current situation.
Growth
transit, walk, and bike improvements
I do not like it since it does not show wider bike lanes which would be safer for the senior
citizen bikers.
Easy, existing finance models and infrastructure
Walk and bike improvements in urban center areas.
Recognizes growth happening and where.
walking and biking improvements
As compared to what? Our county is much more diverse than just tourism and retirees. You
are giving out misleading info...
Transit in Urban areas.
more bike lanes
Popular and practical
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The trenc scenario promotes SAYS new jobs and homes in the downtown areas! This has not
been recent history, at least to a significant degree, but its a GREAT idea!
higher density in urban areas and bigger sidewalks for pleasant walking.
current status
It's accurate. There is a lot of traffic congestion.
Transit, walk and bike improvements in urban centers
transit, walk and bike improvements
I do not see advantages.
Transit, walk and bike improvements in urban centers
It is market driven
Not much.
trend to bicycle, walking, and other alternatives to cars in the downtown.
transit, walk, bike improvements in urban centers
Not much but it seems inevitable.
improvements in transit and bike paths near urban areas
Growth in existing urban areas.
Transit etc in urban centers.
Planned population increases, currently too many new population centers.
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements.
Keeps the knowledge of the importance of open spaces and land
nothing
Development out East and bike and pedestrian ImProved
Wetlands preservation
bicycle and pedestrian improvements
Very little
nothing
Florida will always be a tourism destination. That should still be factored into the planning.
meeting wetland and flood zone requirements
Nothing. It is a current trend and one which the City and County must stop. There must be
control over new building - ordnances as to height, and architecture staying in style and scale
with neighborhood. New buildings should have to put big investment into community to offset
damage - eg improve sewers, more nice sidewalks, plants, beautiful trees, flowers, pay for
pedestrian bridges over roads, city and county need to stop rolling over for developers to
have their quick gratification way with us. It is disgusting and incredibly ignorant in the climate
change scenario where we are living on very flat fragile land and our oceans are under too
much stress already
Understand the importance of natural areas as a balance, and allow transportation to access
these areas without tipping the balance.
at least it says environment
Transit, walk and bike improvement.......
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Non automobile access to parks and recreation
Some planning at least
Bike lanes will prove difficult, but Sarasota will have to stop touting itself as a bike-friendly city
is something cannot be done for connectivity and safety on roundabouts.
Pushes growth east of 75
Growth management
Conserving wet lands and open space. Birding and enjoying the beautiful nature that FL has
is most important to me.
Environment trend; growth in existing urban centers; transit, walk and bike improvements in
urban centers
Accuracy
Environmental adherence to protection and maintenance of wetlands and wild areas.
Road improvements
Expand you’re 76
Walking and bike improvements
Transit growth. Easier and more reliable ways to get around with cars.
Safe bicycling and pedestrian options
Recognition of needs; accommodating retired and increased residency
retain wetlands
Improvements to walking and biking downtown
Shows some planning
Transit, walk, and bike improvements in urban centers.
Continued reliance on tourism/retirees is a given. It has been the foundation of the
communities growth. As such it is something we know, certainly much better than a new
alternative.
More public transit
at least you are intending to plan for walkers and bikers and I hope looking at how these
community member could safely and enjoyably travel in a high density urban environment
Florida needs to start considering climate change and the environment as its Top Priority
NOW!
The growth of the downtown areas.
Nothing it is sprawl
Inner core development
I don’t like it
High density city core; walkable to services and retail
Walking, biking trails
Some bike and pedestrian improvements.
goes from known to known
prioritizing bike and walk improvements
Helping environment
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Bicycle paths. Green spaces
We need to meet wetland and flood zone requirments.
New jobs and homes are built in downtown Sarasota and Bradenton, and bicycle and
pedestrian improvements are made to improve how people travel in those centers. Traffic
congestion requires improvements to roads.
Going to continue whether we like it or not.
Continued focus on auto oriented transportation.
Mentions walk/bike improvements.
I like the focused efforts to (at least) meet the wetland and flood zone requirements.
Deals with the issues.
I don't currently know of the other scenarios. This appears to be working well enough but
what are the other ideas????
Better bicycle and pedestrian connections
The older generation won't fight it.
bicycle travel is being improved
Easy and consistent with market trends
It's good that "Transit, walk and bike improvements in urban centers" would continue.
tourism
The description above went a bit overboard in trying to lead participants away from this
scenario. There are great opportunities for economic development beyond just downtown
Sarasota and Bradenton. If the other cities like North Port, Venice, Palmetto, etc. had more
jobs and economic development focused in those communities, there would be a great
reduction in overall traffic regionwide.

Obviously, there is not a lot good about the rampant, almost out of control development that
politicians are approving. But at least this scenario is more realistic about the patterns of
growth, demographics, and economics that are likely to continue to dominate the region well
into the future.
Acknowledges what local government is actually doing with respect to growth and
development.
Nothing
It's already established
It's a very comfortable lifestyle for people who have residences in the east or on shorelines
and can afford nice cars.
Some environmental protection.
Consideration to the environment.
I guess at least environment not totally of ignored
Continue to emphasize growth in urban core of Bradenton and Sarasota
Moves new residents east of currently congested urban and suburban centers
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It's a great statement about what's happening - but there's no change in it. What will we do
differently?
It seems realistic to what has actually happened in the past 20 years and what looks like it will
continue.
development of walkable green urban centers
Quicker on the path
Nothing.
Nothing
Tourism is an important aspect of the local economy, and meeting environmental
requirements is extremely important. I also like the focus on growth in existing urban areas.
I think continuing to rely on tourism is a safe bet for the local economy. I think Sarasota and
Manatee are likely to see an increase in tourism as we revitalize the downtown areas with
more things to do.
Q3. What do you like least about the Trend Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta menos sobre escenario de
tendencias?
180 Responses
seems accurate
growth outward instead of density
Hate the thought of continued loss of land, over development.
Reliance on auto especially in urban areas.
Urban sprawl, devouring land, requiring more roads to transport people from residences to
jobs, dining, entertainment. Decimates wildlife and habitat
Concerned for wildlife! Concerned about Mosaic.
Using roundabouts to achieve any of these goals!!
Still too much congestion in the rest of Sarasota, especially 41 and major streets. I drive 75
north from Port Charlotte almost daily and take Bee Ridge, Fruitville or University. Fruitville
and University are difficult close t0 75. I would choose to live in Sarasota if I could get my 82
year old husband to leave our quiet, comfortable, everything we need within one square mile
home. It worked well the first three years we lived here. Traffic has increased a lot. I do not
often have to drive a really peak times.
Focus beyond automated/connected vehicles is needed. This is a false promise until the
infrastructure is put into place. New roads/infrastructure should have more focus on having
multi modal functions. Not planned for a few years out or "down the road" - the foundation
needs to be there from the start or its simply not going to work. See the current built out
portion west of 75 for how much time and resources needs to be done to do simple retrofits.
Growth and no infrastructure
It only focuses on Sarasota and Bradenton. What about south especially North Port. WE are
growing at a large rate with no consideration being given.
NO MORE GROWTH!!
No plans for access to and from older neighborhood along US 41 and major roads like Laurel
Rd. in South County.
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Economic reliance on tourism/retirees
Auto oriented east of 75
That is relies on tourism.
I want to diversify the economy and not just rely on tourism.
Reliance on automobiles for travel into/out of city centers.
The lack of creativity. Where is the promotion of alternative forms of transportation other than
vehicles? Can't we be a bit more forward thinking?
Auto-oriented focus, reliance on tourism, planned communities east of I-75
continued reliance on automobiles - no way you can keep up with the building of adequate
roads and water processing needs of a growing community...
Planned communities and subdivisions are built along the major roads east of I-75, and the
resulting traffic congestion requires improvements to those roads.
POPULATION "BUBBLES" DURING WINTER SEASON.
That it is "auto-oriented" and doesn't address connecting "urban centers"
Leads to more sprawl.
Traffic congestion and lengthy roadwork.
Sprawl created by development east of I75.
Too much focus on east of I-75. The communities to the west have been in existence for
much longer, yet get ignored in favor of new developments.
Sprawl to the east
Auto-oriented transportation
Focus on roads east of I-75 when critical improvements are needed in downtown
Sarasota....Fruitville and Blvd of the
Arts
Road East of I75 not capable of handling the growth.
trend scenario......F
Too auto-focused, not seeking to exceed environmental standards
Sprawl
I don’t want a reactive approach to environmental protection.
Stay the course, and the course we are on (unchecked sprawl, reliance on automobile) is not
a good path for the environment or quality of life.
East of i75 should also include bicycle and pedestrian improvements. Also road
improvements. No additional homes should b built in downtown areas.but add public
transportation or montarails to downtown.
Reactive, not proactive, approach to mass transit and density.
People aren't going to stop using their cars, getting into bradenton from north or east also
needs attention
Need more dedicated bicycle separated trails from east to west (residential to business
centers) for commuting, and more transit options. Also need to preserve environment and
open space, as well as promote economic growth diversity.
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If we keep doing what we're doing, we'll simply have more of what we have. Urban sprawl,
traffic congestion and ugly places filled with strip malls and sign pollution.
No planning for changes in development and transportation in the future
Continued sprawl east of I-75, bare minimum of meeting wetland and flood codes (in reality
usually getting variances to NOT meet these codes), lack of alternative transit planning to
reach the sprawl we already have.
auto-oriented
Not educating people enough about alternative transportation
that we continue to use autos as our primary focus
Sound reactive instead of progressive
No mention of bikes east of 75.
Seems like you are waiting for the congestion to do the improvements. Do the improvements
ahead of the increased congestion. Reliance on retirees does not account for the end of the
baby boomer retirements period and part time residents do not really help a community to
grow.
Lacks an integrated and cohesive strategy to growth and nature
Not enough completed
Cycling not rated as anymore important
This trend is misleading and a loaded question. It is irresponsible to have in a survey and
fails to identify that cities fail to increase density to provide the housing market demands.
Continued development east of I-75
transportation options should be at the top, as upper prioritiy
Too heavily weighted to motorized vehicles, poor public transportation and cycling
infrastructure
Housing density
Bike and pedestrian safety is last.
Must take in expansion for bikes East of I 75 and needs to include safety for bikes. Anticipate
safety needs from the influx of the population.
Too much unbridled growth east of I75. Lack of bike lanes in some new and existing roads.
Fruitville was repaved in vicinity of Founders Club and no bike lanes were added in that 55
mph stretch, despite there being bike lanes to the east and west of that area. What a shame!
Planned communities east of I-75
Tolerance of car congestion in urban areas.
Current and future 'planned communities' (both sides of I75) restrict traffic flow, and funnel
traffic to main arteries which become jammed when accident or road work occur.
Though you forsee expansion east, there are no plans for expanded public transportation
The general concept on using the past as a guide and doing more of the same only head east
to safety. All this is going to do is allow for more out of control growth and increased demand
on bigger transportation infrastructure with continued loss of carbon trapping green space.
No sufficient emphasis on infill, mass transit, urban compaction
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Does not go far enough to address accelerating growth along the I-75 corridor and east.
auto oriented with focus on roads east of I-75
Unfettered growth will overtax all infrastructure, not just roads.
Continued reliance on tourism & retirees. Collectively they are not the best/safest drivers. No
mention of public transit.
Work to increase industry and not rely so much on tourism - bring in higher paying jobs for
residents.
Inadequate resources for bicycles
Uncontrolled housing development
It fails to anticipate future activity and that we need to be responsible for developing a more
proactive approach to our communities. It is auto-focused.
Congestion
Growth
the same answer I gave on the above question
not future oriented, limits area demographic, lacks vision
Assumption that all growth demands must be met.
Adds to congestion and pollution
we need to exceed wetland requirements
no auto orientation should be included
no planned communities east of I-75
Growth is not just in existing urban centers. It has sprawled way beyond and the Urban Svs
Boundary was moved too far to the east where we should only have agriculture, industry,
rural density and a lot more upland and wetland preserved to sustain our fragile eco system.
Lack of walk and bike improvements east of I75
Bike lanes need to be kept clean for safety
Need to consider future effects from autonomous vehicles (AV) and related technologies
there really is no safe way to get to lakewood ranch area from Sarasota. Bicycles aren't safe
on university or SR 70. It would be terrifying to think of riding under the diverging diamonds.
Suburban Sprawl, Automobile centric community, creating suburban wastelands. The
abandonment of our older part of town to deteriorate rather than maintain and promote . Old
things should be cherished.
focus on sending new development east for sprawl. We should center on urban development
as most millenials prefer to work where they live and not depend on cars
traffic congestion
The traffic congestion.
Continued reliance on tourism/retirees, planned communities east of I-75
growth & reliance on tourism & retirees
I do not like to see uncontrolled growth without primary focus being on infill projects.
Continued expansion east of I-75 and more roads east of I-75
It does not consider innovative joint solutions with the market.
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Not sustainable - environmentally or quality of life
that cars are a necessary mode of transportation outside the cities.. Cars should not be the
main mode of transport in the cities.
continued auto-sprawl east of 75
too much reliance on automobiles and huge developments east of I75 adding to auto
congestion
Planned communities east of 75.
Auto oriented east of 75.
No attention to parks, infrastructure improvements.
Density of home and condominium construction and destruction of animal habitat and trees.
It does not take into the count of financial restrictions s with an ever growing population and
aging population.
staying the course is what got us in this mess. We need innovative solutions and mass transit
for year round residents
Too much growth
Developers get their way
auto oriented
Continual eastern expansion means more traffic and fewer open spaces out east
lack of focus on preserving the remaining native lands and agricultural areas
Sprawling growth east of the interstate is a bad, bad idea
focus on road improvements East of I-75
All of it. See above. Also, it is the definition of madness to do the same stupid thing over and
over again. There was a moratorium on building downtown in the 80s, also on barrier islands
you could only build as tall as whatever building was there before. We need moratorium now.
I don't want to hear Bert Harris Act prevents this - I should be able to use Bert Harris Act for
the rights I have in my far prior existing property, that the govt can't take away the rights I paid
for to enjoy the things I enjoy about my property and can't burden my property with extra
problems such as noise, pollution, traffic congestion, degradation of natural environment
around my property. If continuing the current trend, we will be a Los Angeles on the Gulf.
None of us came here for that. City and County need to wise up to our unique beautiful place
and not destroy it by just rolling like a cheap prostitute for every developer
Allowing growth without updated roads first.
uncontrolled growth
Growth management
Development continues unchecked as a growth scenario.
Too much paving, congestion
Missing bike paths east of 75, should be more family-oriented growth with more jobs
Transportation
Development of new roads!!!!! Ruining open areas!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Too much development.
Economic trends; planned communities east of 1-75 ; auto oriented focus
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The dim future.
Further development east of I75
No initiative toward public transportation, expanding it, improving it, offering options to get to
Tampa/Orlando/Miami via a rail, or some type of public transportation.
Need more public transportation to relieve congestion
Just continuing development based on past trends and only meeting requirements for the
environment
To much growth.
Over population and expansion East. Inevitable, but sad.
Lack of acknowlegement of public transportation needs for employed, aging retired—amid
huge growth and sprawl
too much construction east of i75
Driving outside the core will make traffic worse
Congestion and open space loss
"Auto oriented"
It is a "meet requirements" scenario. It neither allows for nor supports innovation and
collaboration. As such it insures that the view of the future will be little different than the view
of the present.
Development effecting critical wetlands which as you said forms the basis of our economy.
it sucks that you seem to be planning even MORE density in the urban area AND stripping
out the natural area east of I-75. I have to wonder what natural areas will be left to enjoy and
where will one go for silence, something lacking in the dense urban areas of downtown with
its sirens, cars, construction.
To continue on as it has been is unsustainable.
It creates urban sprawl.
All money goes to improving auto travel. Not solving the future issues. Need mass transitno buses
i75 congestion. No reliable route for evacuations and/or reliable timely access to major airport
(Tampa/Fort Meyers) due to one route only I75
Development on agricultural and ranch lands
urban sprawl east of I 75;
Developers not paying enough impact fees
No plans for public transportation and over reliance on auto
Continue to rely heavily on car transportation.
goes from known to known without consideration of creative alternatives
reliance on autos. We need more public transport and incentives to use it.
Transportation
More roads
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Auto oriented.
Retiree focused.
The region continues to rely primarily on tourism and the income from retirees and part time
residents.
Need diversification of revenue streams.
N/A
Status quo. No improvement in addressing environmental concerns or addressing reduction
of congestion. Concern with overdevelopment of east County.
I don't believe it is smart to rely on tourism tax and retirees over the next 50 years as well as
continuing an auto-focused future.
Too vague on transportation issues.
Not aware of the other scenarios. What are the other ideas - could they be more rewarding
going forward?
More dependence on cars
It makes a mockery of saving land east of I-75 for environmental/agricultural/conservation
purposes. Clean air!
Too much increase in fuel emissions, too much climate change.
homes being built faster then roads can handle the traffic. not thinking ahead.
Inefficient and expensive
The other three categories, "Economic, Environment and Growth Management" are all quite
negative. Obviously we must meet the environment trend, but we could be doing more. The
reliance on tourism/ retirees severely limits the demographics among many other issues and
continued sprawl east will only stretch and weaken the services provided by the counties and
cities and will leave the corridor communities to fend for themselves.
Not enough focus on priority of urban infill and move away from east of 75 development
The barrier islands were ignored in the discussion. They were identified and then not
mentioned again?
It is promoting sprawl, under whatever award winning guise our communities use. There is no
growth management in this region, or this state, at this point. Need the pre-2011 growth
management laws back to manage growth and get it out o the hands of politicians with
special interests.
Too much suburban development is costly for local government and difficult to serve with
public infrastructure.
The trend is a deplorable lack of planning and unsustainable road to county insolvency.
I don't think it creates much of a fun environment and growing forward atmosphere
Not sustainable with population growth and leaves working poor in unpleasant circumstances.
Auto-oriented development and poor multi-modal infrastructure.
Staying the course, road improvements focused east of 75, walk/bike/transit focused only in
urban centers.
Reliance on cars
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I do not like the focus on growth east of or along the interstate (example: UTC). The older
communities west of the interstate are suffering as more people are commuting out to I-75 for
shopping and entertainment. I cannot believe that Mote Marine is putting their new aquarium
at the "truck stop" (what I call UTC) off of I-75.
Creates excessive need and difficulty to add road improvements and multiple modes of
transport
There's no plan to do anything differently - other than transit, walk and bike improvements.
I wish we didn't depend on automobiles so much and I wish that public transportation would
be more usable, but that never seems to come to fruition.
i think it fails to address needed changes in land use development patterns, and
transportation. i would prefer that we started to focus development in the existing urban
areas (Sarasota, Bradenton), with transportation alternatives to the auto (public transit,
walking, biking).
i also think we need to develop our economy, so that we are not so tourism based.
no mention of dedicated bus lanes vs light rail
Better signs for the traffic
The sprawl
Continues or accelerates destruction of env and quality of life.
How heavily auto-focused it is, the focus should be more toward public transportation and
biking/walking. Retirees are also not a great focus for the economy.
Most, if not all, of the jobs created with the growth are the lowest paying with the fewest
hours, and do not offer benefits. The new homes being built are out of reach of the people
that live and work here. The lack of focus on improving public transportation county-wide will
mean that the people who work these retail jobs are not going to be able to get to work
reliably.
Q4. What is the best use of transportation funds in the Trend Scenario? / ¿Cuál sería el mejor uso de los
fondos de transportación para el escenario de tendencias?
169 Responses
wiser spending on existing road and intersection improvements; execution of plans earlier in
development cycle to act ahead of the inevitable "nimby" backlash!!
roadway improvements for all accessibility, especially with an aging population in mind (cart
paths, alternative means of transportation, etc)
establishing bus service and adequate stops (shelter from elements) so that people can get to
work from the east.
Improve bike/pedestrian access and safety.
Efforts for alternative transportation to get people out of their cars
Protect the wildlife and the environment.
Please reevaluate the diverging diamonds idea before putting it to use on Clark. I drive
through it almost daily and it is not friendly to working people, trucks, or old ladies who are
experienced drivers.(me)
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Let's be honest - do we even have control over this question at even the MPO level? The best
use would be pushing for the state to get something done rather than at the MPO or local
level. Why focus on something with no actual control?
Roads
Increased and improved mass transportation all along I75.
More Bike lanes. Cycling education. Not in just urban areas.
focus on local permanent residents then on tourism.
Transit, walk, and bike, signal timing,
Improving major roads east of I-75
Connect the urban areas with protected bike lanes.
Better connectivity between downtown and east of 75, like extension of bike routes. Limit
reliance on autmobiles, consider park and rides.
To improve the alternative transportation options in the cities and larger towns where the
likelihood of biking, walking or using public transportation is the highest.
Transit, walk and bike improvements
moderate speed rail from south side of sarasota to downtown; moderate speed rail from
lakewood ranches to downtown; also gets alcohol laden drivers off the roads...
Transportation planning east of I-75
IMPROVE ROADS EAST OF i-75
Revamp old corridors
This area is sorely lacking mass transit, in particular direct connections between Lakewood
Ranch and downtown Sarasota that run until 10 pm (preferably later)
More round-abouts, even at major intersections.
Roadwork to improve traffic congestion due to new residential living and driving patterns. But
also suburban public transit and a compelling marketing program to make relatively affluent
people think it is worth using! Appeal to traffic, productivity, and environment?
Complete streets in urban centers!
Make urban centers viable for transportation not just clogging up our roads. Make the tough
decisions for our future!
public transportation solutions
We need to develop ideas that can help reduce traffic to balance growth, such as public
transportation offerings.
traffic calming...and streetscape efforts ...this while improving flow and pedestrian safety
Widen existing road running east/west. Widen I75 in advance of need.
Storm drainage, traffic calming, ease of traffic flow.
Transit, walk and bike improvements.
Alleviate congestion, create walk/bike/golfcart bypasses (like the very popular strategy in The
Villages
Railways and road improvements.
Proactive planning and mass transit improvements. Transit hub development, rail transit,
BRT,... TOD partnerships with density at transit hubs. Mass transit connectivity to
Tampa/Naples.
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Congestion reduction.
There is none
Transit, walk, and bike improvements across the region, not just in urban centers.
transit, walk, bike improvements
Public transit and pedestrian walkways
short term safety improvements and long term focus on alternate methods of transportation
Designation of bike lanes and slowing traffic in pedestrian and bike area that have high traffic
counts.
Improve pedestrian and bike access
Relieve vehicle congestion, improve bike/pedestrian access
bicycle infrastructure
Intersection management along I75. Safety!
Safe routes throughout both counties and connectivity
A good grid system
Widen roads east of I-75 and include bike lanes
projects to get cars off the road
Dedicated and protected bicycle lanes, rest areas for pedestrians
Bike lanes and walking paths, cross road signals
more bus routes
Improve quality of life for existing residents, not keep drawing more.
Aim to become recognized as SAFE CITY by the league of American Bicycles which will
increase tourilsm and the desirability of living here. Use Europe as a model for safety for
bikes where bikes have a priority on the road..

Add bikes lines to link up and complete current patchwork system of bike lanes here, not
there.
Create and improve auto orientation, transit and bike improvement in urban centers
Expand right of ways - to connect neighborhoods, - to link different north-south (and eastwest) travel options,
more public transportation East of 75. There is now land to plan same, but once growth
occurs, the opportunity will be lost.
To create a different scenario not based on Trends.
Alternatives to automobile centric transport infrastructure. E. g. Protected bike lanes,
pedestrian and cyclist right of way, and protected parking and infrastructure intended for
alternative transportation as emohasis.
Widen heavily traveled roads with the addition of bike lanes. Many roads are currently not
safe. Florida has the highest bike accident fatality rate in the country by a large margin
transit, walk and bike improvements in urban centers
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Significantly improve ped/bike infrastructure.
Limit growth east and west of 75
Look at linking/connecting bike lanes so there are biking corridors which promote mobility in
any direction.
A healthy community is vitally important and bringing in more bicycle lanes/trails helps
encourage more exercise. It may even draw more tourists for touting our counties as "bicycle
friendly" with some of the best places to travel and enjoy safe bicycling.
Build more dedicated bike paths
Provision of safer pedestrian and cycle route avoiding major roads
Anything that helps change such a huge dependency on auto.
Better and safer biking and walking routes within city limits and to suburban areas.
Transportation
make bike lines available to all major streets that are much wider for the bikers. Most bikers in
the area are
senior citizens and need more safe bicycle lanes.
road imprvements
Improving pedestrian and cyclist safety on the roads.
Mass transit that is easy to use, flexible
increase public transportation, reduce road sizes, require multi use of personal vehicles
Without massive shade tree planting, it is not feasible for folks to walk or bike much here as a
means of commuting. I like the idea that the bus co. will do more scheduled pick ups instead
of just the regular routes where the bus is underutilized because the bus stops are
inconvenient and the bus doesn't run much in the evening. Stop widening roads. This is a
killer, literally for pedestrians and cyclists. Use traffic calming best practices, roundabouts,
continuous or near continuous designated right turn lanes where there are numerous
entrances and exits; bus stops should be located in the designated right turn lane so they
don't stop in the moving traffic lane... safe protected cross walks need to be installed at all
intersections; install single lane roundabouts with designated right turn slip lane; no need for
multi lane; in Europe high traffic including many trucks utilize single lane roundabouts without
delays... Beautify US 41 which is supposed to be scenic but is pathetic and ugly. More
medians with trees and palms, etc. should be installed. See the medians on US 41 as you
approach Naples...
Foresight in including walk and bike improvements east of I75 before it is needed.
Bike lanes
Using AV to improve senior mobility, reduce congestion and improve safety
there needs to be a bike/pedestrian path over the highway, perhaps at benderson.
If economic pressure pushes the sprawl, then the government needs to do whats best for the
community by and ensure that downtown and older parts of the city are economically
advantageous to the developer. For new east communities, Fore thought needs to be given
to the future, small, slower electric vehicles that will dominate future personal transportation.
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Fix the roadways. Our roadways are severely insufficient to handle the traffic that is being
imposed upon them by the abundance of residential development.
Fix the road ways
To improve existing transportation networks west of I 75
Widen existing roads to increase capacity
We need multi-modal forms of transportation so that the car is not the primary mode.
Improved roads on roads already built with protection of wetlands.
In downtown areas, focus on walking/biking. Slow down traffic on Fruitville West of 301.
to improve and encourage alternatives to cars
transit, walk, bike improvements in urban centers
development of better and more mass transit and improvments (like roundabouts) to existing
roadways.
Improved public transportation.
Wider bike paths, walking paths, greenways.
Sunset development.Decrease visual distractions( multi use sign boards)
small, frequent bus and trolley availabilities
Add alternative transportation wherever possible.
walk, bike, and transit solutions
Bike and pedestrian
Bike lanes
nothing
Hugh quality monorail mass transit
prepare for other modes of transportation besides building roads for single passenger cars
Improving bicycle and pedestrian amenities
Should provide for expansion of I-75
You are going to need to elevate the road surfaces in some lower lying places, if you won't
stop what's leading to sea level rise in the first place. You need to stop the paid parking. Why
do i have to pay for a parking garage on the Circle which I hate? Paid parking slows down
cars and increases traffic, because more cars spend more time searching around for a space
they want. Also your parking meters don't even work. I tried to use cash and it would either
eat it or spit it out, so I had to use card, for a longer stay than I needed as min is $5. What a
scam. You should NOT increase number of lanes/width of roads. Every time you do , they
will fill up; it's not a solution. You should increase the SCAT bus service (but using much
cleaner buses). You should add more cameras to street lamps to catch people texting at the
wheel. Give them massive fines and generate revenue. Texting at the wheel kills but I still see
people doing it constantly. Make sure if you use LED streetlamps, you use "warm white", not
"brilliant white" bulbs. Brilliant white can cause migraines and epileptic events due to the light
wavelength and fact LEDs flicker hundreds of times per second. Brilliant white lights also
cause light pollution, disrupting neighborhood sleep and wildlife. These lights have been
declared phototoxic. This is well written up online. look into it please, see the Anses report for
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example and multiple papers about blue LED migraines and they also cause macular damage
and cataracts.
I really don't know
walking and biking
Providing motorist with safe traffic systems and stopping congestion
Fix current infrastructure
Smart pervious paving
North-south roads to parallel 75
Transit, walk and bike improvments
Public transportation.
mass transit and improving walk and biking options
Slow or stop growth and sadly use the funds to expand highways. We should also purchase
all the available natural land for conservation.
Keep and expand green areas, adhere to environmental issues.
Improve intra-county road conditions and study flow patterns.
Public transportation
Better roads, signs and lights to help vs horrible drivers
Public transportation
Safer roadways. Better bussing schedules. Improved safety for bikes and people.
Public transportation needs are critical for employment and aging retirees; continuation of
expanding, connecting routes and critical “Special Nus Transpirtation for nondrivers/handicapped/aged”
maintain green spaces and wetlands
Bike lanes and sidewalks downtown
Auto alternatives
Investing in better mass transit to reduce auto traffic and carbon
Although the Trend scenario is stagnant with regard to improved growth, it will benefit from
embracing autonomous vehicles and clean mass transit.
Creating holding areas to filter storm water run-off
useable sidewalks. not ones that drop off into the multi-lane traffic. and PLEASE don't build
any multi-lane round abouts.
High speed rail in the I-4 and I-75 corridor, a cap on new subdivisions based on
environmental impacts such as water use, etc.
Building new roads.
public transit
Alternative south to north exit routes from the gulf coast south. We need dependable
evacuation routes and dependable routes to major airports!
good bicycle corridors, shade trees, wide sidewalks
Public transit, bike trails, walking trails
Creating a rail service or tram, and/or streamlining a great bus service up and down 41 and
other corridors. This community could even feature open-air public transit.
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Fix roads
Pedestrian safety
The improvement of roads to decrease congestion.
Provide a livable environment for all involved and include the natural inhabitants in this plan
(such as animals, birds, reptiles, plants)
NOT building more roads or widening roads.
Spending money on improving multi-use trails to encourage walking, cycling, etc.
An additional bridge over the Manatee River at 27th Street East
Transit, bike and walk improvements.
Transit, walk, and bike improvements in urban corridors.
Improving traffic flow.
Improvement of urban transportation alternatives more important.
More off road bike trails
Transit, ped/bike improvements in urban area. Support jitney or quasi-jitney system on US 41
with van-size "buses", possibly private company (ies) licensed, many stops. (Like Istanbul).
improving roads before new homes/apartments built
Addressing bike and ped safety. Don't be afraid of roundabouts, mid-block crossings, wider
sidewalks, designated bike routes, etc.
Environmental focus, and public transit would be very good investments.
sadly more roads
Doing things that actually reduce traffic instead of accommodating more traffic
Providing funds to communities that have had long standing needs for roadway
improvements, and not letting developers and their politician friends to manipulate the system
to get projects beneficial to them to jump over these other long-needed projects.
Allows growth in urban centers.
Nothing
continued work on roadways
Widening roads and connecting incomplete arteries.
Multi-modal improvements in urban centers.
Growth Management
Transit and walk improvement
Ensure adequate connections between the urban core of Bradenton and Sarasota apart from
I-75
Adding/widening/fixing roadways
Develop a branded travel transit route. A branded bike routes, branded walking routes. A la
London Underground.
Improving design and infrastructure -- things that are not necessarily immediately visible. For
example dealing with water needs -- runoff and delivering water to where it is needed.
Mass transit
Transit, bike, and walk improvements
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Mass transit
Improving bus frequency, and adding infrastructure to encourage the use of bicycles.
Increase the number of routes offered, increase the number of routes that run every 30
minutes instead of once an hour. Merge the SCAT and MCAT services together so that it is
the same cost for both, that passes are valid on either bus, and have both counties busses
use an electronic fare service, like an app that people can purchase fares and passes through
and scan them on their phones when they board. And have the app actually function at all
times.
Q5. How would you rate the Economic Diversity Scenario? (1 star is the worst, 5 stars is the best) /
¿Como evaluarías es escenario de diversidad económica? (1 estrella es peor, 5 estrellas es lo mejor)

Q6. What do you like best about the Economic Diversity Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta más sobre escenario
de diversidad económica?
150 Responses
makes sense, high tech IS the future, like it or not
Diversity of economy, improvements to transportation.
It will keep people from living closer to the polluted areas east of I-75.
Good jobs for younger people.
Sounds promising but it's just an idea on paper.
Jobs
At least there is thought.
Nothing. This is terrible!
Transportation
Attract high tech business and employees
Enhance education
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New mixed use centers in proximity to urban centers
Fixed bus transit, walk and bike enhancements
Environment
Attracting employers.
Redevelopment in the urban core and transportation enhancements.
Support for higher education. Mixed use centers for efficient use of space.
More of an emphasis on alternative transportation and the environment.
Enhance education
Coordinated economic development efforts in the region attract high tech employers and
employees. Investments in education.
Helps level seasonal employment
Access to jobs
It takes into count that jobs are not enough -- education and good housing are also needed
for the people who fill these jobs.
Reliance on mixed-use along existing corridors. Increase density to the point that eventual
public transportation is financially feasible.
The growth management scenario!
The focus on US41and improved tech.
economic diversity
Invest in education to support local jobs in local companies for local people
about everything...like the bus, walk and bike enhancements....Make Cocoanut Ave safer...
It reflects current reality based on current infrastructure.
Greater focus on public transit and pedestrian/cycling infrastructure
It makes a more diverse revenue stream.
Meet wetland and flood zone protection requirements
Investment in smart transit and along US 41 and interstate.
Develop mixed use centers and high quality communities with high tech roads.
Concentrated growth, mixed-use zoning, reduced need for traveling long distances between
home and work/leisure activities. Also makes better opportunity and use of public transit,
shared mobility solutions, bicycling and other scenarios that reduce individual auto use.
Thinking about a change in economic drivers for our community
Redevelopment of North Trail into Bradenton, enhancing educational opportunities and highvalue employment
attract technical businesses
The transportation section.
recognize that jobs are an economic driver beyond tourism
No opinion
It supports high paying jobs
Allow for growth from other than retirees.
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Diversifying business sectors, particularly in the tech industry.
Stating above is good but not enough
If employees don’t live along 41
Need to know how safely they can connect
Not only for new inhabitants but longer term neighbors as well
Be more inclusive of all neighborhoods
This question fails to identify the lack of coordinated economic development in the region and
within Sarasota County.
Providing adequate transportation improvements such as bus, bike and walk enhancements
around job centers
more differenciated approach
Transportation
Focus on high tech businesses
Attract high tech businesses and employees
Bus transit improvements along with bike routes
Transforming the Rt 41 corridor
Plans to promote growth eastward
The idea of using funds to attract a new and important industry. Shouldn't rely on becoming a
retirement focused only community.
Emphasis on education
Workers are needed in service and professional occupations. Economic
concentrates growth
Reduce reliance on tourism
Nothing. Hard to see how urban expansion leads to improved quality of life.
Attracting more business and focusing on higher education
There is a lack of infrastructure which will only get worse
Diversification of economic activityDoubt whether
It attempts to recognize and provide ideas for change in our locality. It has a focus on a more
modern approach to public and private transportation and the its impact on the environment
Increased jobs
Expands economic base and supports local higher education
nothing
growth management, transportation plans
Attracts diverse jobs and high paying jobs
improves education
encourage high tech, but doesn't limit damage to the environment
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see previous comments; we have a diverse economy; while there is always room for
improvement, we need to maintain the quality of life here and especially reduce our impact
on our environment
Advance planning for future employment.
A concrete plan to improve the economy and opportunities within the region
long term more sustainable.
Its forward thinking.
much better vview of future taking advantage ofuniversities and areas around 41 for high tech
Enhance education with focus on USF/New College, mixed use centers on US 41
It enhances educational options, promotes economic diversity, young families and more roads
It is a rational plan that keeps the best and the brightest here. I appreciate the environmental
awareness.
Concentration along US 41
Depends on how much investment/cost is used to subsidize the trend.
Diversification of the economy away for tourism
We need to provide high tech education, jobs, and housing and transportation for high tech
workers
mixed-use centers on us41
diversification of areas othaer than tourism is healthy and will sustain long term economic
health of the region
Keeping growth in existing developed areas.
Attention to environmental concerns.
Improved educational opportunities.
No electric vehicle charging stations ( solar),no accounting for
Aged infrastructure or delapadated shopping facilities,
No accounting for reduced pollution,greenway management.
It adds the knowledge of the important of alternative transportation. Younger workers need
better alternatives tha getting in a car as a single driver
the stuff under transportation, investing in education
Less environmental impact and improved high income working residents instead of just
retirees and tourism
Education, high tech employment
enhance along US 41 corridor
Future oriented, opportunities for the rising generation
focus initiatives on bringing high paying jobs to the area
Attracting high tech business and investing in education. Why wasn't SCTI mentioned? VoTech should be included in the education investment.
new high tech roads and cars providing access to job centers
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It might be ok, but you still should not increase population. Nevermind transport network, our
sewers cannot cope with the population, which is why our waters are getting polluted, so it's
stupid to just add more people, no matter what they are doing, unless their jobs are to protect
the local environment !
Provide economic diversity and they will come
environment
Tiring growth to high tech and higher education. The Austin, Cambridge/Somerville MA,
Reston VA, and Pleasanton CA models should be studied.
Safety of pedestrians and bikers should be paramount! Placed well ahead of the oft-heard at
city meetings ‘traffic flow’!! Get through traffic away from the harbor and downtown!!
Bringing jobs to the region
Growth and Management
Attract hi tech and educate for it!!!!
Economic and Environment trends; develop communities for tech employees; fixed bus
transit,walk and bike enhancements in job centers
Forward thinking.
Planning for the future and diversity
Attracting hi tech talent.
Keep people on 75 and out of core city neighborhoods from palmetto to Venice
This scenario seems best overall.
That there is needs
meeting needs of high tech business
Education improves
Hubs
Attracting young professionals to our area.
This scenario is not exclusive of the others but complements them. The quality of life focus
which it requires benefits all scenarios
Supporting the tourist economy without attracting manufacturing and other polluting
industries
absolutely nothing. I don't know where you think you are living, but there are little to no high
tech jobs here. The colleges are having a difficult time finding any professors to teach
Computer Science. Let alone justify staying here to teach more than 1-2 years. And, where
exactly do you think the CS students are going after they graduate? The IT jobs aren't here.
They'll need to leave, too. We should know, we live in Sarasota and drive to Tampa for work.
Not much
Florida needs economic development beyond tourism and retirees. Industrial parks and
residential communities supporting them could be further inland east of I 75. US 41 is already
clogged.
It brings good paying jobs to the area.
Use of already developed areas
N/A
Diversifying employment opportunities and focus on education.
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Considers alternative to present conditions
It is good to enhance training of next gen students.
Bike enhancements.
Enhance education.
Coordinated economic development efforts in the region attract high tech employers and
employees. Employees locate in and around those job centers.
High tech roads and smart cars
Increased diversity. Addresses economic impact and additional transportation improvements.
It's smart to focus on high tech jobs for our future RCAD and New College grads. I like the
idea of expanding our growth through communities developed to enhance the high tech
industry and definitely like adapting our roadways through the urban corridor outward to be
better suited for autonomous vehicles.
Addresses the issues.
I prefer that high tech industry be located along I-75. Area along US 41 is already bursting
with businesses serving existing residents.
It infills west of I-75, leaving the east for villages, ag and conserv.
US 41 will look better and develop a coherent land use.
No spending FDOT money on big roads to the east w/pollutants.
new tech companies coming to the area
Forward looking and provides opportunity to receive benefits of mixed use development
patterns
I like a lot about this plan. It is no longer focused specifically on tourism and it appears that
the growth would be a healthier growth. Specifically I like the influx of a younger, educated
population and the mixed use growth. Also, the bike enhancement and bus transit are great.
Diversifying the economy...period. The further south of Tampa Bay you go, the more reliant
we are on residential construction and our local governments are actually removing areas
designated for economic development to build more housing. Focus on diversification.
Focus on diversifying industry and the local economy. Currently, our region relies on growth
and new development as economic engines.
It’s actually a plan.
Economic Diversity strengthens the resiliency of a community and attracts educated workers
in the prime of their work life.
By bringing in these high tech companies I believe it will create the opportunity for growth and
attraction of younger groups as well as creation of higher paying jobs.
Mixed-use community development.
Education investment and (minor) walkable plans
The area along US 41 which connects Bradenton to Sarasota needs to be a focus in the
future. We cannot continue to emphasize further growth out east away from our beaches at
the expense of our coast.
Moves us away from dependence on tourism dollars
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It emphasizes US 41, a road that desperately needs upgraded - especially with regards to
mixed-use centers.
Planning for worker housing. Plan employment centers that are mixed use and allow workers
to live nearby.
i think its a step in the right direction. starts to address long overdue needs (economy, land
use, transportation)
Stop bending over backwards for everyone
Emphasis on the schools, bringing tech industries to the area, and creating light rail or
premium transit by the airport
Recognition that status quo =failure, need for new approaches.
The economic focuses are great, and the environment focus is good. I like the idea of
focusing on 41 for growth management. The Transportation section is also good, especially
the focus on non-car transport.
The increase in employers that offer competitive, livable wages is much needed.
Q7. What do you like least about the Economic Diversity Scenario? /¿Qué le gusta menos sobre escenario
de diversidad económica?
138 Responses
don't see alternate transport modes mentioned
Meet wetlands standards/should exceed. No mention of groundwater mitigation.
Retains all negatives of scenario 1
If it keeps polluting economy east of I-75 I guess that's good. Bye Bye
Wildlife!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
An uncontrollable increase in population that will snarl roadways and development of most
properties for overpriced apartments!!!!
Pits young people against tourists/visitors/snowbirds and older citizens. Also the service
industry, yard people, truckers and old lady volunteers hate the lack of sequenced lights.
No accountability if promises aren't satisfied, no enforcing time deliverables on the planning
level (5 year, 10 year?), this has no teeth to companies
Infrastructure and roads
There needs to be emphasis to draw all levels of employment. The education system in the
whole state is lacking and the wage for teachers is deplorable. There is more need for
average manufacturing jobs than high tech. A bit elitist line of thought. Again more planning
for Sarasota and less for North Port.
NO MORE GROWTH!!
N/A
Education only at USF/New College, what about SCF, SCTI etc.
Develop high quality communities, outside the existing urban area
New roads out east
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Fix bus transit, walk and bike enhancements
I don't like the we're just "meeting" the environmental standards and not progressive.
Potential roadway improvements along I-75 in south Manatee and north Sarasota County. It
seems like this corridor is always under construction.
Instead of meeting some the needs cited, why don't we try to exceed them?
the idea that the new communities will just be a bunch of single family homes again.
Increases "cost of living" for those on fixed income
Education section does not recognize the role of community colleges in producing talented
employees.
no complaints
The stringing of entities east of I-75, that just requires more roads, more cars, less mass
transit.
does not provide enough public transportation solutions
It does not address the impact on our local airport as it relates to business travelers
nothing...key points are all good
It does not encourage moving this economic base away from the already dense areas of the
two counties. It compounds the stresses on areas where there already is tourism growth.
Still doesn't try to raise the bar on environmental issues
Rapid increase in high paying jobs may drive out affordable housing causing sprawl.
Focus is on the new corridor, not improving the quality of life in the county as a whole. We
should be making the county more accessible by transportation modes other than cars.
More housing and shopping (grocery stores, etc.) needed west of I75.
1. More density along US 41 with new tech centers.
2. does airport need improvements? Mass transit connectivity to Tampa/Naples could
postpone some airport improvements and offer more transit choices.
Need more bike and pedestrian transit between residential and business centers.
This will leave development out of areas not right along the corridors. Need to find ways to
bring people in from existing neighborhoods so they don't continue to use their own cars in
the same way.
Concentrating on tech as the sole economic driver
Not progressive on environmental protection
Working with more companies to provide work at home opportunities
looks good
no opinion
No mention of bike access other than job centers. Need ways to connect the job centers via
bikes
Does not address infrastructure improvements based on increase in population, both vehicle
and bike/pedestrian
However, it lacks the recognition of the medical and service needs to the existing and
projected demographics.
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All above plan good but focuses on 41
Needs more inclusive plan for current neighbors to connect
This question fails to identify the lack of coordinated economic development in the region and
within Sarasota County.
too optimistic
Developing high quality communities
Need to ensure that housing costs don't rise so quickly that service workers needed by
tourism industry get priced out of market
all good
We are competing against all the other regions that are requiting High tech business and
employees
No plans for light rail or dedicated public trnsport
Fixed bus transit, walk and bike enhancements being limited to job centers. The need is to get
folks from where they live TO the job centers using these modes of transportation.
The discussion regarding stringing residents/workers along tech corridors
The divide is too wide in this area.
We don't need any further population or commercial development along the 41 corridor.
Already in gridlock too much of the time.
not in favor of all new business along 41. Diversify placement, spread throughout
communities for better/easier commutes.
Not enough resources for bicycles
Doubt whether sufficient tech companies would wish to locate in area so scenario is a
riskfocus transport solutions for alternative
Nothing
Housing for employees not affordable or close to work.
requires true commitment to and understanding of high tech business dynamics - many
localities are attempting this without thorough understanding
no wider bicycle riding lanes for the bikers in the area.
The tech worker will also be riding their bicycle to work.
The senior citizen will also be biking along these routes and need wider safer lanes
Encourage live where you work efforts
needs to remove new high quality communities
delete high tech autos
see previous comments re roads, transit, pedestrians, etc we have already over stressed our
environment. We should not add any more "communities" high tech or otherwise; infill only
and maximum preservation of uplands, wetlands,
Safe bike access from areas East of I75 will both allow future development to the east, plus
allow cost, pollution and fitness conscious, individuals bike access to urban areas.
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It also will appeal to prospective new employers and employees looking for safe bike
recreation.
Hundreds of other counties and cities have similar ideas. This would need to be further
developed to take advantage of Sarasota-Bradenton's unique advantages.
still causes issues with the interstate which is already overcrowded.
It doesn't seemed connected with reality. Our industry is residential development. Once the
baby boomers stop coming in a few years. This area will be economically depressed. This
area is light years away from being a real tech center. the idea ignores fundamental facts and
paints pie in the sky. Old people are moving here not young people. Good luck in changing
that. Maybe offer a relocation incentive like Vermont.
Reliance on "high tech" industries. Can the focus on education and creation of mixed use
communities not be accomplished with other industries as well?
Autonomous vehicles make me a little nervous
Affordable housing options?
Cost to attract high tech jobs
Depends on how much investment/cost is used to subsidize the trend.
Will still have a lot of sprawl East of 75
unless workers live close to their work, they will use cars.
change is always difficult and there will be growing pains such as more (hopefully temporary)
added congestion.
Over built areas, will increase traffic and congestion.
Need to expand ride sharing options.
we do not need to waste $ on building for industry who can pay to build themselves
High tech too spread out and likely would be more effective if concentrated in a high tech hub
center instead of spread from
Bradenton to Northport
Who decides what a high quality for high tech community looks like?
investing in attracting high tech companies
Ignores sea level rise
lack of focus on land preservation
No mention of increased environmental protections.
the enhancing and planning of new mixed use centers for high tech businesses on US41
"hi tech" is rather meaningless. Anyone with a laptop and a wifi connection can claim they are
a "hi tech" worker. An amazon warehouse is arguably high tech, but I don't want to see
unique beatiful Florida covered in online shopping warehouses for us all to buy more crap we
don't need. It's the lowest form of behavior towards our unique land and habitats. the only
high tech I am interesting in seeing, is that which helps out environment. We could actually be
a trailblazing place for this.
Nothing
education
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No enough emphasis on nature and environment which are demanded by high tech
businesses and especially employees. You cannot attract these businesses and employees
without it.
I see awareness of flood control on the plan, yet older downtown streets like Ringling are not
being tied into new drainage (eg. the new Lemon roadwork). The roundabout at Ringling and
Pineapple is causing regular flooding downhill of the roundabout. Why not add a better
drainage system there than Bioswales, which are doing nothing and only overflow with each
storm.
Area east of 41 will become extremely congested
Transportation
More traffic on US41!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
More business along US 41 and focusing on cars to get to work
still focused on too much growth.
Would prefer more focus on green spaces along with technology
Lack of concern for green space in building new residences.
Will adversely affect quality of life, cause environmental upheaval and put too much pressure
on existing infrastructure
Lack of recognition of low-middle income residential/rental moderate cost housing. Too much
emphasis hi-tech
More residents results in more traffic and if there is a recession and tech suffers then the local
economy suffers more
Doesnt address nature loss
New high-tech roads and cars providing access to job centers.
its achievement is beyond the capabilities of our current Economic Development resources.
N/a
how about instead of meeting minimum requirements for wetlands, you shoot for exceeding
them. We NEED the wetlands to protect and cleanup our human impact.
Funnels all the traffic onto an already over populated I75. Again plan some alternative routes !
Or plan communities like the Denver tech center where people live work and play in their
same community reducing long commutes and happier people
see above
It'll increase the cost of living especially for housing.
more development around I-75
Focus on tech, not enough of a focus on the environment. Sarasota economy relies on the
environment and we take it for granted! If we don’t start doing more to protect our
environment (e.g., conserve land, more park space), we are going to be in trouble.
Still lots of driving and traffic along 75 and 41
What data show this possibility?
It is fairly unrealistic to assume that NCF will provide high tech leaders, given its current
leadership. And most Ringling students head to NYC or California, so this effort to create a
high tech corridor is pretty naive.
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No improvement in natural areas.
Too much development
Nothing.
N/A
Concerned about over-development of east County. Minimal increase in environmental
issues.
I'm not sure I agree that the high tech businesses should be focused on or along US41.
No easy way to implement.
Don't like the idea of more business and industry development along US 41. Seems it would
tend to decrease tourism desireability
Older generations may not go for it.
Mixed-use projects will call for urban heights - but not 18 stories, please! Washington, DC
has a sensible permanent ceiling of 10'.
employees can only live near new jobs if there is affordable housing
Difficult to mandate development types. Can open the door from a zoning land use
perspective and allow mixed use but not sure it can or would be required
I disliked the fact that environmental concerns weren't addressed since it is going to be so
important and transformative.
Low likelihood of actual implementation
No acknowledgement of the importance of growing Port Manatee and the jobs that can spin
off of that. There is also no mention of the need for commercial, and passenger rail. New
industries would be better served with rail, and reduce truck traffic on the major roads.
Not enough protection for wetlands and planning for reduced development in flood zones.
It plans for the sector changing most unpredictably in the next two decades.
Often times bringing in larger companies can jumpstart things at the forefront but they make
lack a sense of togetherness and community later on
Everyone focuses on attracting tech workers. Doing what everyone else is doing may not
work out and certainly lacks innovative thinking.
High tech businesses will not save us.
Not convinced it's easy to get tech companies to move here and I say this as someone who
works in tech. Still very car dependent
Does not address affordable housing needs
Giving more money to education isn't the answer - that should all go to attracting more hightech businesses. Most who graduate from SRQ, don't stay here. Let's get more QUALIFIED
job opportunities for our current graduates, then worry about growing our education.
Just meeting minimum wetland and flood zone requirements seems short-sighted. What are
the *optimum* wetland and flood zone needs? How can water management be optimized?
Not enough attention to protecting the environment or connecting communities.
Ignores environmental concerns and working class issues
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The focus on "high quality communities" will likely result in steep increases in housing costs
and further increase income inequality, which will hurt the cities. The term "high-tech roads
and cars" is also very vague.
I am no reason to think that high-tech companies are interested in locating here. There simply
isn't any particularly compelling reason for it. Our colleges are as good as any, but they are
not known for high-tech specialties.
Q8. What is the best use of transportation funds in the Economic Diversity Scenario? / ¿Cuál sería el
mejor uso de los fondos de transportación para el escenario de diversidad económica?
144 Responses
foster travel along transportation corridors that can handle more capacity, or at legacy trail
intersections with main roads
Encourage less auto use.
Invest in alternative transportation
Make overpasses so animals can migrate north.
Convince people that trucks which start slowly and younger people in faster cars need to stay
in different lanes.
Advertising
Increased and improved mass transit all along I75 and 41
Nothing. This is terrible!
Transportation
Fixed bus transit, walk and bike enhancements along existing major corridors
Not enough information provided.
Development of US-41 cooridor
Alternative transportation enhancements.
Mixed use centers
Build new high-tech roads allowing quicker access to job centers. Walk and bicycle
enhancements.
Provide for a north-south transportation corridor east of I-75
More buses to job centers
In addition to fixed transit, ensure that it runs early in the morning and late at night to fit the
needs of the employees.
Acquisition of ROW for eventual public transportation.
Fix bus transit, walk and bike enhancements to job centers.
Making the urban hubs the tech area, close to homes, shopping and jobs. Less travel, more
opportunity for group transit.
public transit, light rail
To assess volume of traffic over time to pro-actively manage roads to handle more
automobiles. Also there is a need to understand the impact on our local airport
improving roads to make them more pedestrian and bike friends...and more attractive....calm
traffic along 41
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To build out road systems around the I75 corridor to support growth there and reverse
commutation to that area.
Mass transit, multi use urban planning with walkable/billable access to work centers.
Supporting more concentrated development patterns.
Public transportation needed.
Transit planning expanding/increasing density in existing centers coupled with mass transit
along US 41and I-75 (rail and BRT). Mass transit connectivity to Tampa/Naples.
Shared mobility solutions, biking infrastructure and safety
Bus rapid transit or light rail along U.S. 41 from downtown Palmetto to Venice.
Transit, bike, and pedestrian improvements throughout the region, but especially along US41
corridor (it is very difficult to walk or bike comfortably to Bradenton along the US41 corridor).
High tech employees, especially recent graduates, expect high quality transit and safe bike
and pedestrian infrastructure.
high tech roads
Bus transit to these larger employee companies
improve access to alternative transportation in high tech areas
no opinion
More bike and pedestrian access
Improve vehicle and bike/pedestrian infrastructure ahead on congestion
bicycle infrastructure
The weakness of the investment strategy is to solely concentrate job center transportation
investment; ignoring the residential other travel service and recreation destinations in county.
Without proper economic development leadership in Sarasota County, this should be put on
the backburner
Providing adequate transportation improvements to handle continued population growth
get cars off the road
Fix bus transit and walk & bike enhancements
Improve biking infrastructure to allow more people to safely bike to work
New high tech roads and enhance bus transit/bike lanes
see above
Enhancing transit, walk and bike enhancements.
Non automobile centric transport
Much improvement needed for public transportation. Current service is generally substandard. Transportation.
fixed bus transit, walk and bike in job centers
i-75
Improve public transit beyond buses.
better transportation systems and bike paths
Dedicated bicycle lanes
Focus transport investment to provide safe alternative travel modes around tech development
area
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Alternative transport methods are being given a higher priority.
Try for better connections for workers to get to and around the city.
requires better east - west traffic corridors along with public and varied transportation options
(bicycles, ebikes, etc.)
make bike lanes accessable to everyone in the area.
Make them wider and from the top of the area to the bottom of the area. The SMBC has over
800 members alone that ride everyweek in the area.
Improving public transportation and bike and pedestrian safety.
Incentives to live where you work
public transit and human powered transportation
see previous comments
See above.
Planning, pilot projects and facility development for the autonomous vehicle future
If the visionaries pull this off and change the local economy, then the smart city / smart roads
sounds like the way to go. Just don't forget small, slower electric vehicles of the future.
as described above and of cocurse a rapid transit type of trolley in the center of 41 would be
great as would rapid transit to the airports.
Walk and bike enhancement in job centers
Widen or build additional roads
Improved Bus/clean air options with a schedule that is streamlined.
Bus transit, walk and bike enhancements
Tech improvements to existing urban system.
Focus on transport to job centers. Public transport preferred.
improve the public transportation system on Manatee and Sarasota Counties.
transit, walk, bike improvements along us41
moe reliable transit routes with more frequent stops at terminals. using high tech lower
emission vehicles.
Keep carbon footprint small.
Increase timed lighting, less signage blight,visual pollution.
Maintenance of existing infrastructure.
High speed high efficiency clean transportation
fixed bus transit
Airport improvements and pedestrian routes in high tech hub with affordable house close ny
Bike enhancements
bus transit and walk and bike enhancements
High quality monorail mass transit
preparing for other modes of transportation besides single passenger cars
Improving the US 41 corridor and walk/bike enhancements to job centers.
New high tech roads providing access to job ceneters
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see above, and better bus service. Also you could restrict number and size of vehicle
ownership. they do this in other environmentally sensitive places. I stayed on an island in the
Atlantic where each household is only allowed one car. Visitors arent allowed any cars. You
could also restrict pollution/engine size. There is no reason for giant pickup trucks for most
people in Sarasota unless they are doing construction or yardwork, nor is there the need for
most people to drive something the size of an armored personnel carrier. It doesn't make you
less American or less patriotic to drive a smaller car putting less stress on the environment.
But people will keep buying these massive vehicles if you don't stop, and if you don't stop the
roads flooding. I drive a low level midsize car, but I can't when the roads are flooded because
you have allowed too much building so more of the land surface is concrete which is
impervious and can't drain, rather than natural grass or woodland, which soaks up the water
and filters it
Company busses, or vans to cut down on too many cars used
For commuting.
growth
Infrastructure improvements that take environment in to account with each new development.
Look at the Reston VA planning model.
Heavily advertise a subsidy to Uber or other transportation means - get people to leave their
cars home.
And concentrate on pedestrian and biker safety. Build a 41 Bypass!!
New airport east of 75 with new education and technologycampuses
Bus transit, walk, bike
Public transport.
lobby city and county commissioners to slow/stop growth.
Study where workers live and why public transportation is or isn't used.
Build efficient and environmentally friendly public transportation including use of ferries to
reduce cars used for daily commutes
Reliable public transportation for workers
Same —expanded bus/public transportation routes and connections. Recognition and focus
on younger employee ways to get to work and Carpooling
environmentally friendly public transportation
Long distance buses along the corridor descibed
Auto alternatives
Enhanced education and fixed bus transit, walk and bike enhancements in job centers
Bike/Ped non-motorized trails which serve the entire community - not only for commuting but
socialization and health.
Protect the environment.
concentrate on wetland mitigation and protection. The investment is long-reaching.
Create alternate routes besides I75 and 41.
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And Look at Denver’s light rail system and bike trail systems. Get creative. Create
transportation options that work fast and are affordable.
Not roads- Florida needs more infrastructure in the form of rail and bus transport and
incentives for using rather than autos.
Public transportation.
public transit
Focus on transportation methods that are environmentally friendly and that promote easier
access to transportation and less traffic
short loops run from home to work
Create a hop on-hop off bus for tourists. Buy out Marina Jacks (who owns the best property in
Sarasota and doesn't really share the profits) and create an awesome bay park.
High tech development along current commercial areas.
Efforts to develop and attract high tech employers and employees.
Upgrading traffic signals to communicate with vehicles.
Planning of improvements, transit, walk and bike improvements.
Make the roads safer through high-tech features while focusing on walk/bike transit in job
corridors.
Improve traffic mobility
concentrating on new development areas is important but existing areas need to to be
maintained and made safe
Set policy for parking garages, charging stations, ride-sharing, etc.
All new roads to have underground utilities built-in.
synchronize the traffic lights on 41 to lessen congestion
At a certain point transit will need to improved as more mixed use development occurs. Like
trend scenario, those comments still work with this one too.
The best use of funds are enhancing the public transit, and biking.
Traffic reduction
More emphasis on true technology, regional communication, transportation, and not just
doing things the same way.
More support for rail to enhance the areas economic viability. Continue funds to Port Manatee
and Sarasota Bradenton International Airport. Great air service is important for tech
businesses.
Creates high tech corridors that will be easily served by transit.
Establishing high-tech hubs.
public transport
Autonomous vehicles moving frequently between high volume points and introducing water
based transport.
Fixed bus transit.
Non car options
Transit system enhancements
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US 41 as a major corridor. More turn lanes, better traffic flow - better mixed-use centers. Did I
mention more turn lanes and better traffic flow? If we could get the stoplight to work in a
sequence that would be a great start.
Find mixed and episodic use scenarios (maybe things like self-driving car pools or some kind
of Uber-like public transportation that involves hailing with an app and grouping riders).
well you mentioned a couple of key investments. First to be economically competitive, we
have to invest in the future (education). Second, we have to also invest in alternative
transportation modes, like public transit.
Mass transit
Premium transit
Mass transit.
Frequency of bus transportation, ease of access for cyclists.
As in the last scenario, increase the number of routes offered, increase the frequency that the
routes run and better merge the 2 counties bus services. Campaign to dispel the stigma that
riding the bus has currently. If people understood that the bus is a great economical and
environmentally sound way to get around town, we'd see an increase in the number of riders
and those who ride it now will not have the judgment that they deal with now.
Q9. How would you rate the Environmental Health Scenario? (1 star is the worst, 5 stars is the best) /
¿Como evaluarías es escenario de Salud Ambiental? (1 estrella es peor, 5 estrellas es lo mejor)
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Q10. What do you like best about the Environmental Health Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta más sobre
escenario de Salud Ambiental?
150 Responses
other than its' importance, not much
that no new roads are being built or widened.
Increased use of alternative transportation.
Sustainbility!
I guess if you keep it away from central FL, it's beneficial.
Using an intelligent approach went it comes to expansion preventing over population that
can’t be tolerated!!
If it works, it is great. It doesn't seem to be a priority now.
Walking and bike paths
It exists.
Environment.
growth management
Economic and population growth at sustainable levels in the existing urban area.
Environmental constraints listed.
Enforce urban growth, although already compromised in many ways.
Focus on infill and redevelopment of existing parcels and assets.
Increased bus, bike, etc.
NOTHING. ZERO STARS!!
Limit urban sprawl and redevelopment of existing centers
That is has a stronger focus on alternative transportation.
focus on Redevelopment and infill
Focus on infill and redevelop existing parcels. Increase fixed bus transit service and reduce
carbon emissions.
Enhances habitat protection
Limited growth to the east
Reduction in carbon emissions and protection of wetland habitat
Saving conservation areas out east. Refusing to keep adding lanes.
Increase bus transit and bike lanes. But - need bike trails separate from vehicle traffic. And/ or
wider sidewalks for shared pedestrian and bike traffic. Cannot trust drivers here to respect
bike lanes on roads.
Create and expand urban growth boundaries east of I75.
Its firing on all cylinders!
I like it all! No new roads especially!
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no more roads, end sprawl to the east
Setting boundaries and promoting walking and bicycling
Focus on infill....no new roads BUT improvements to key routes such as Fruitville, Blvd of the
Arts....and 41
Very little.
Concern for protecting wetland and still-wild areas, focus on infill for growth, improvement of
public transit and cycling infrastructure
Stop sprawl
Proactive approach to environmental protection.
Holistic approach. Love setting an urban growth boundary (10 stars)
Environmental land set asides. Corridor mass transit improvements.
Environment protection and growth boundary to force higher densities and more mixed use
and better planned communities. More multi-modal transit focus to get around without cars.
Takes the economic diversity scenario to the next level by constraining growth and enhancing
ecosystem preservation.
Sustainable growth is the key to economic success for everyone and the protection of
estuaries and water resources.
Everything
fixed bus transit
All of it.
need to continue to protect
Restricting urban sprawl has the noted merits by increasing density but the implementation
will be challenging. Denver did it years ago on the mountain range to the west of the city and
have reaped the benefits of the decision. But they had little development beyond the green
line and septic and water was not practical beyond the green line. Here "well and septic" is
possible about everywhere and stopping development will be hard.
bike access
The recognition of sustain development
Protection of named resources
To sustain need more mass transportation
And safe routes for Bike/ ped users
This question fails to acknowledge the failing infrastructure of older development and the lack
of proper drainage and filtering for the environment
Managing growth and enforcing limited growth east of I-75
BEST scenario of all, looks to the future for all residents, no new roads
Reduce carbon emissions
Urban growth boundary is important
Growth management - create and enforce urban growth boundary
No new roads are built or widened
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Bikes and walking are given priority
Region’s estuaries and river valleys are protected
development of public transport
Everything! We are facing unprecedented impact from climate change and we need to take
action NOW! This approach moves us in the right direction.
Emphasis on population density and alternative transport
Make roads safer and more accessible for bicycle, and dedicated public transport lanes.
Transportation
infill growth
Better management of growth and environmental pollutants
population growth at sustainable levels
We can breathe and swim
Reduced spread of development into rural hinterland
It prioritizes the environment and makes people think seriously about alternative lifestyles.
Development of eastern county lands
This scenario protects the unique attractions of the Sarasota area while supporting multiple
economic future scenarios. Compatible with other high density zoning.
Eco friendly
Build more roads and widen the roads along with lights at major intersections.
Limits on growth. Attention to stewardship of the natural world.
Smart to move jobs/higher density living options to same places
holds urban service boundary
infill
no new roads
enhanced environmental protection for both uplands and wetlands
sustainable economic and population models
This is most important. There is a direct relationship to the health of our Gulf and other waters
and the amount of development that is occurring. The fishing, boating, tourism, seafood
sectors almost went under last year. One more year like that and it will be a disaster of huge
magnitude. We need a moratorium on new market rate housing with the exception of infill
west of I 75
redevelop existing parcels.
This is a good statement of ideals which most people share
this is the best.
Preservation of the Natural Environment, Promotion of current city centers and a sense of
community. Lowest cost of infrastructure. Most efficient infrastructure.
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we should and must work to protect the environment as described in both the last 2
scenarios
Enforcement of urban service boundary (with exception for Lakewood Ranch as an urban
center)
The sustainability focus
Without the environment, we have nothing.I like the controlled growth.
Enhance estuary protection, upland/wetlands
Economic and environment goals.
Environmentally and economically sustainable.
Develop appropriate density. Suburban sprawl is damaging to the environment, unattractive
to people, and is not the best use of land.
urban growth boundary + infill
growth management
All
Urban growth line, nothing beyond.Do not move the line.
Account for parks, infrastructure,school zones etc and no more trade outs.
Knowledge of the importance ot of water and access to water for quality of life
increased bus transit
Sustainable and better living for residents and future of humanity
Sustainability, if residents get to decide what that is
save the earth, the environment, our water, animal habitats
Estuary protection
places higher importance on protection and improvement of the environment
Protecting the environment, maximizing green space and wildlife corridors (green space does
not mean golf courses and tiny preserves in the middle of subdivisions) and minimizing urban
development east of I-75
I give it 4 stars as it's better than second scenario by a long way. But not 5 stars as you want
to increase density and infill. Don't increase density. Don't increase population. If you build it
they will come. If you don't build it, they won't come. I like the environment protection aspect.
You need to do that, without increasing density, and declare Sarasota "built out" - because we
are already beyond what's sustainable so you just need to stop now , it's really simple. the
land-raping developers can move elsewhere, or maybe do something more worthwhile for the
community with their lives.
Ensuring economic development and population growth at sustainable levels
Keep growth as sustainable.
growth boundary
A healthy environment means a happy place to live. Protecting water resources and animal
habitat will make for a sustainable community.
Unrealistic
Environment
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Estuary protection, upland habitat, & wetland protection. It is so, so , important to get our
water cleaner and keep it that way. Visitors will not come if they can't fish or swim. I won't
stay either!!!
Economic; environment trends; create and enforce urban growth east of 1-75; no new roads
Urban growth boundary (barrier) and focus on infill and redevelop existing parcels.
Focus on preserving the environment
Forcing us to make do with what we have and keep the environment safe from builders
whims.
Protecting rivers and estuaries More biking and walking paths.
Environmental management with public transportation
Concern for environment and attempt to control sprawl
environmental protection
Preserves green space
Best use of environment
nothing
Promoting alternative transport.
Concentrating on what matters most.
no new roads (supposedly)
Ecological
Protection of wetlands and estuaries, growth east of 1-75, population growth at sustainable
levels
It protects the environment.
Boundary on development eastward and no new roads
Focus on preventing urban sprawl. Protecting the environmwnt
Maintains need for natural spaces to protect our fragile environment that maintains our
ecosystems to protect us all
More emphasis on walking and biking
The region’s estuaries and river valleys are protected as are upland habitats in the eastern
parts of the region. The higher density development promotes more transit, walking, and
biking trips, prompting more investments in those modes.
Enhanced environment.
Boundary east of I 75.
No new roads.
Green space
Emphasis on fixed bus transit
Enhanced review and treatment of environment. Creates boundary to prevent overdevelopment of east County. Attempts to control growth at sustainable levels.
Redevelopment of existing areas.
I love the idea of enhancing our environmental protections in the region and focusing on infill
when redeveloping existing areas west of I-75.
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Very little
It infills west of I-75, leaving the east for villages, ag and conserv.
No spending FDOT money on big roads to the east w/pollutants.
best addresses environmental health. I am not a believer of huge growth and urban sprawl.
This is an area that survives well on tourism and areas west of I-75 should be valued as such
and maintained.
that there is a boundary east of 75
Great goals, but up to market to provide infill development. We have over 30 years of possible
continued growth WITHOUT expanding development boundary in Manatee County not
including infill.
I like the focus on population growth at sustainable levels. Also, I like the focus on protections
and reductions. Would there be infill on the barrier island?
It tries to recognize what drew a majority of people to our area in the first place...the wonderful
environmental aspects that bless the region. It DOES have a growth management aspect to it
that is more reminiscent of the old days when growth management mattered in Florida.
Create and ENFORCE growth management boundaries would be wonderful...hear that
politicians?
Create and ENFORCE urban growth boundary.
This plan pays the most attention to what will be most valuable in three decades: land and
ecology.
Protecting natural beauty and life sustaining ecosystems.
Our environment is very important and the steps to enhance estuary protection, wetland, and
reduction of carbon emissions are all steps in the right directions to keep our land clean.
No new roads!
Enforcing growth limit in favor of density
The urban growth boundary to the east
Limits growth east of I-75. Promotes sensible redevelopment west of I-75.
It limits growth. It protects the nature we have been given. It improves what we already have which some of which is decaying.
The focus on infill and redeveloping existing land parcels.
it really starts to control where growth happens.
The urban growth boundary
Stops destruction of env and social quality of life.
The focus on the protecting the environment and especially reducing carbon emissions. The
increased bus service and focus on bikes.
I think this scenario is ideal because it is environmentally sound, promotes focus on existing
areas that need improvement (for example, improving the bus system and ease of movement
for all pedestrians) and still allows for tourism to be the main source of local business.
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Q11. What do you like least about the Environmental Health Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta menos sobre
escenario de Salud Ambiental?
137 Responses
outdated, urban growth already pushing east of 75
nothing
Still no groundwater mitigation especially in urban areas.
Developers will oppose....but that’s not a bad thing
Florida is slowing dying of pollution. It's extremely sad to me. Scott started a dying of the land
and it's inhabitants. Disgusting.
It's not realistic with what is already being developed. The "boundary" does not even cover
Lakewood Ranch which is ALREADY developing beyond the shaded area here. SMR has
controlled this land for almost a century. You might as well note Mosaic at the county borders.
This plan is simply unrealistic and does not even state the reality of the lands here.
No roads
Many roads need to widened to handle the traffic that exists today. New housing will only
increase the problems on traffic congestion. East of I 75 needs to be developed to add new
jobs and housing to support those businesses.
NO MORE GROWTH.
N/a
New roads, with the exception of logical grid enhancing projects.
No existing roads are widened, and no new roads are built.
Potential increase in roadway congestion
I'm not an environmentalist. Some new roads may be needed. Some existing roads may need
to be widened. I'm not comfortable with a policy that seems to imply "never."
No economic development
Create and enforce urban growth boundary east of I-75.
Does not provide for any new roads
Who decides what a "sustainable level" of growth will be? It seems too often the developers
are given a free hand in building when/where they want.
It is entirely unfeasible to encourage walking and cycling as anything more than recreational,
unless businesses or governments create places for employees to shower! Downtown areas
should encourage small electric vehicles to move residents and customers less than a mile or
so.
We Need to limit development west of i75. Should not be cleacutting at all. Need meaningful
green and tree-lined setbacks everywhere and serious protection of animal habitats and
wetlands west of I75 as well as east of I75.
no problems
East boundary for urban growth needs to be tighter, keep it small.
transportation solutions not enough innovative
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If there are no plans to widen or enhance traffic flows in major roads, this is not realistic. The
seniors supporting our economy drive automobiles, they do not walk or ride bikes to work,
increased traffic is an absolute.
it looks good
It makes the high density areas more congested and will lead to higher taxes as growth is
constrained.
Limited revenue potential.
Nothing -- I like it all.
All of it. Need road improvements and more growth to West of I75.
Growth boundaries can affordability of area and increase housing costs. Set boundaries
balancing environmental and economics values.
no new roads, need some economic incentives as well.
May increase density beyond comfortable levels in certain areas.
Knowing that the automobile will be a part of any transportation plan, not widening all roads
will not work.
Could be blended with the economic and educational development scenario. Avoid increasing
density in areas where severe sea level rise and flooding impacts are likely - could make infill
difficult.
focus on infill
I feel we need to pay more attention to growth management
existing roads can and should be improved, widened if necessary, to encourage bike use
Beyond the line property values will decrease and tax revenue will be reduces as well.
nothing
Growth with infrastructure improvements will cause congestion and hinder growth
It poorly address the existing deficiency in integrating replaced ecosystems over the years.
Also, it doesn't address the water quality and quantity management through out the county.
This question fails to acknowledge the failing infrastructure of older development and the lack
of proper drainage and filtering for the environment
No new roads. Some new roads will need to be built but focus should be on improving
existing roads.
I like all of it
no new roads
Need to maintain rural character of some areas within urban growth boundary (i.e. Tatum
Road area)
No new roads
Not sure about what "sustainable levels" means. If there is money to be made, then
developers and banks will use a definition that meets their needs. While environmentalists
will have their definition.
Eastern growth boundary
Nothing!
Less emphasis on preserving enhancing environmental protection in urban areas
Limit increase in growth. Enhance sustainability!
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May need to go further to address out of control growth.
Do real estate prices skyrocket as demand outstrips supply? Do we become a boring West
Palm Beach type enclave for the super-rich?
Intensification and tourism/retirees are not compatible
no new roads
Old people think it costs too much
Additional traffic movements on existing road network
Nothing
Some green spaces may not be preserved
this represents a change in status quo and will be challenging
nothing being done for the bicycle riders
we need wider and more bike lanes
May not be realistic
nothing
see previous comments
No new roads. Lack of adequate roads creates significant hours wasted in traffic and the
resultant pollution from idling cars in traffic.
1) This is very difficult without revamping funding sources,
2) Does not emphasize use of autonomous vehicles (AV) and related technologies to make
better use of existing roads
It would be a almost impossible to change the course of the community at this point. But
once the developers are out of business, in a decade, we can try to do this.
"No new roads" seems too inflexible
No new roads? No way!
Concern over population growth
Viability of increase fixed bus transit. There needs to be a different transit model.
Allows for infill and increased use of public transportation.
I like the plan as outlined above. However, unless there are strong zoning laws that are
enforced, development will be unregulated and detrimental.
that this may inhibit diversification of economic base
Nothing
Visual pollution, habitat destruction, No Trees! Must have zones
Of no change from current land use.
The building does not seem to be checked around water.
more growth w/o infrastructure improvements to support it
Less growth potential with income degradation
No new roads? Make developers pay for them before building. Also, we need affordable
housing.
Will price out even the wealthy and ignores the current need for more roads
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more specific focus on land preservation through purchases and conservation easements,
adjusting development and redevelopment based on sea level rise, and other forms of
transportation such as light rail
Due to recent development some roads in the county cannot handle the already increasing
levels of traffic without being improved or widened (ie. River Rd and FruitvilleI-75. Halt any
further high intensity development east of HiHat Ranch
I like the environment protection emphasis, but it doesn't work if you are going to shove more
people into the city, because the city will still be polluted and people will hate the feel of it. We
came here for low density, most of us having enduring years/decades of high density
elsewhere, and all the downsides of human nature than brings out.
No new roads
More transit may not be used. People still want to drive individually clogging narrow roads.
It’s the only option for planned sustainable controlled growth
Always good to save woodlands and open space and curb development
No new roads
Let's leave our undeveloped areas within ... undeveloped!!!
developing existing infill parcels
There will be more congestion and traffic
Lack of trust in planners to do as voters choose.
Focusing more growth and development west of I75 is terrible especially when so much land
exists East of the inteestate
Economic scenario. Need more high tech industry to keep economy strong in area.
Some new roads/road expansion and ongoing repair will be required
People will come and developers will build so no road improvements makes traffic worse
Lack of traffic planning
It promotes restrictions/control of growth, but without any plan as to how to achieve it.
N/A
unusable bike lanes
Unrealistic. Fl. Growth rate is not stopping anytime soon. More reliable exit routes are needed
now. More reliable access to major airports are needed now.
No plan for rail service,
It contributes to increased housing costs.
nothing
No more expanded roads.
Needs to add no new development along the coast
having bike lanes along roads like 41 is a suicide mission. It just isn't compatible with 90-yearold drivers. Bike lanes need to be off the roadway.
No existing roads are widened, and no new roads are built. Higher density developments.
There are currently congestion issues that will need to be solved with new and expanding
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roads and higher density developments will require a cultural shift that may not be realistic or
equitable to all.
Is this enough?
Removing canopies
No discussion on eventual high speed rail from Tampa to Miami - Virgin Trains USA
No new roads.
How does a region ensure growth occurs at "sustainable levels?" What does that even mean?
How do you force people from NOT moving to the area if we have an increase? Also, why
would we ever restrict ourselves from enhancing our roads by adding new routes to make
travel easier from one place to the other?
Development in this area is out of control with no apparent real planning and certainly none to
protect our wild life. It is being wiped out.
The builders and developers will have a fit regarding east of I-75.
Not sure
more people and unable to widen roads. need better mass transit
No new roads or expansions in not feasible or politically possible. Way too much development
already approved. as illustrated in previous comment.
I like the entire plan. I don't know how realistic it would be to have no new roads, but I think it
would be great to focus on reinvigorating roads that are already there. However I think there
needs to be some sort of focus on semi-permeable roads or perhaps something with a low
albedo so that it can help alleviate UHI.
Stating that will be no new roads is not realistic
Our estuaries are already impacted, and more density/intensity with runoff, etc., will only
impact them more at this point in time. Sort of unrealistic to believe that no new roads will be
built. More transit is good IF people will ride it. The demographics of the area will need to
change for this to really occur, including the realization that so many of those moving into our
high-priced urban cores will never ever be getting on a SCAT or MCAT bus.
This is not realistic with our region's expected growth.
No new roads is a concern--too extreme a position.
Nothing
Tendency toward fanaticism. Fanaticism never produces a good result.
nothing
N/A
Would love to have more density, but will the NIMBYs allow it?
We need more sidewalks and bike lanes in west Bradenton. In particular, palma sola
boulevard and riverview boulevard should have a sidewalk and bike lane along their entire
course.
Costly to redevelop west of I-75 to meet environmental needs.
No new roads. That might be unrealistic. Existing roads may need to be replaced and/or
redesigned like that diamond intersection at University Parkway.
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No new roads. There will most likely need to be new roads out east to connect Manatee and
Sarasota.
Somewhat unrealistic, given political and economic context.
Everything else.
I can find much of anything about this scene that I don't like. If I had to pick something, it
would have to be "no existing roads are widened, and no new roads are built". There may be
a few roads that need widening to ensure there are sidewalks and bike lanes. There may also
be a few places in which the street layout is insufficient or inefficient where building new thruroads would be a great benefit.
Q12. What is the best use of transportation funds in the Environmental Health Scenario? / ¿Cuál sería el
mejor uso de los fondos de transportación para el escenario de Salud Ambiental?
140 Responses
an environmentally sensitive north/south artery 5-10 miles east of 75 seems extremely vital
and urgent; though terribly unpopular with property owners in the region, need to face reality
before it's too late!
I don't know. Other than ensuring bus route does not harm wild life and at the stops, they are
covered from the elements and safe. Perhaps camera system. If it is rural and vulnerable
have to stay at bus stop at early/late hours, ensuring they are safe as possible.
Alternative transportation for both recreational and commute use.
Alternative transportation investments and incentive
Get septic tanks inspected, do what should have been done before moving forward. So
present pollution is remediated before you build again.
I am getting old and need the white lies along the edges of streets and highways, especially
at night.
No clue
Saving the Land for the future
Increase mass transportation.
Cycling friendly community.
Economic
Increased fixed bus transit, bike and trail lanes, sidewalks and walkability in urban core areas.
Not enough information provided.
Environmental protection and encouraging redevelopment
Focus on alternative transportation and repurposing land that has been developed but is not
currently being used as intended.
Increased transit services
Increase fixed bus transit service; walkways and bicycle access.
Bring needed services to those living east of I-75
Bus lines on key roads
Expand bus service, plus special transit to beaches and special events.
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Separate bike lanes and or wide sidewalks for walkers and bikers. Lanes for public
transportation. Need to limit development to stop congestion ...with so much development
now need to widen honore bridge before old farm road in manatee as already have huge
backups. Should never have allowed the Vue and embassy suites etc to build to edge of
sidewalk as needed to enlarge tamiai trail to add a public transport /bike lane and green
setback. New York City has better setbacks than concrete canyon block the sun no good
public transportation sarasota now. Go to Vancouver to see how to use transportation funds
correctly instead of giving in to greedy developers.
No new roads.
I like it all equally.
create public transit solutions at the urban core and regional levels
Anticipate higher volumes of traffic in certain areas and proactively address strategies before
we see increases in accidents.
Improving existing roads to make them safer for adjacent pedestrians...better vehicle
flow...infill and capturing key areas along the North Trail in Sarasota as high tech magnet area
Improved mass transit. Create electric trolley system transporting people from I75 corridor to
the west and to the beaches.
Improving public transit and adding cycling infrastructure where it is needed
Improvements on traffic flow, storm drainage, preparations for higher density living centers.
Increasing public transportation and bike lanes.
Mass transit improvements - rail, BRT, and connectivity to Tampa/Naples. Ennvironmental
disaster improvements for a resilient area.
Congestion reduction and developing alternate forms of transportation to individual auto use.
More bus routes and shorter wait times.
Vastly improved transit and ped/bike infrastructure throughout the region, especially in the
US41 bottleneck between New College and Bradenton.
Educate more about alternative transportation other than own transportation
continued economic growth at sustainable levels
Direct funds to established main roads
mass transit and bike lanes
Improve vehicle and bike/pedestrian infrastructure ahead on congestion
bicycle infrastructure
To improve the existing system efficiency. Be more integrated transportation modes.
Make them connect safely and pleasant away or aside from traffic
On improving existing infrastructure and creating a grid system
Improve existing roads where physically possible
public transportation
Growth Management
Additional bike lanes
Protect the environment
projects that reduce congestion, and alternative transportation
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public tranasportation
Anything that will keep growth at sustainable levels while rapidly reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
Alternative transportation infrastructure
Bikes and Public
Reduce carbon emissions.
increased fixed bus transit/ bike lanes
Spend a greater portion of the budget developing non-car transportation options.
Better education of drivers along with more enforcement is the only real way to improve
pedestrian safety.
increase bus service and bicycle lanes to cut emissions
Dedicated bike lanes
Better public transport acceptable to most residdnts
It changes existing infrastructure to more sustainable and intelligent transportation
management,
Save green spaces
requires planning for mixed use hub based multi-modal living and transportation
Bike lanes
more bike lanes and wider lanes for everybody
Improving public transportation. Good network of dedicated and protected bike lanes west of
75.
Incentivize live where you work.
public transit and infill with development
see previous comments
Appropriate road infrastructure.
AV implementation, particularly for transit and ride sharing options
Public Transportation, Bike Lanes, Slower electric vehicle lanes.
Increased bus service
Increased investment in transit
Mass transit that works and is available 24/7 and is not a huge inconvenience!
Focus on infull and redevelopment
efficient use / maximize of existing facilities, for automobiles and multi-modal. Not one
without the other
Improve/modernize everything west of 75
increase public transportation to help support the best plan for development in cities
transit, walk, bike improvements in urban centers
Parks, Eco friendly quiet zones, encourage Electric vehicles
And Solar power.
Promote effective use of natural resources. Look into reclaiming sea water into fresh water.
increased bus transit
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Bike and pedestrian route Improvement
Bike lanes
transit service
Water taxis and ferries
promote other forms of transportation besides single passenger cars
Improve and/or widen existing roads, especially the ones that have recently increased
development to allow for heavier use. Complete the interstate exchange at SR681 &I-75.
More buses. We should have had the drawbridges stay to the barrier islands. It should be
harder to get there. Some places should be hard to get to, which causes natural dispersal of
people. It is unacceptable to have a fixed span bridge you can still get stuck on for 45 mins.
The only point of fixed span is to be able to get over quickly in an emergency, which can't be
done now because you allowed so much building and access. Stop increasing the number of
bucket shop airline flights to the area. it is not going to bring in the people looking for culture
which we are famous for, or environmental protection or philanthropists. Meanwhile you have
cut the more mainstream airline services to other cities. Which means more people have to
drive to Tampa, which takes longer and longer, because we have to use 75 and there is too
much building on 75. Use the money to catch texters at the wheel and more spot checks for
DUI. Sarasota is the DUI capital now. Definitely not what we were about as a city. Build more
pedestrian bridges over roads so people can safely cross large roads. I think there should be
a decent train service, but I know it's been a long time since we even had a railroad. we could
use catamarans on the water, but this is a problem in our tropical climate with
thunder/lightning/choppy waters etc. It would work great in winter, just not in summer, but
maybe that's ok because of the traffic changes at different times of year
improving major roads such as I-75 and East West connectors
Make it convenient and less costly to travel with transit options.
economic
growth control
Reliable mass transit and expanded bike trails for commuting.
We need more roads everywhere!
Increased bus transit, bike lanes
Public transport!!!
find ways to slow/stop growth and focus on develop in town and then use the funds for bike
lanes and existing roadways in town.
Improve evacuation routes, make using public transportation easy, affordable, likeable.
More public transportation, encourage biking and walking
Reliable public transportation
Maintenance of the good and control of growth/expansion
Any kind of public transportation possible
Auto alternatives
Fixed clean transit - not buses. Not bike lanes - they are shown to be ineffective in reducing
accidents. Invest to non-motorized trails.
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Protecting the natural work which supports the economy.
enforcement of sound pollution and air quality monitoring
Faster, reliable affordable transportation from southwest Fl to northwest Fl.
Rail service, growth at sustainable levels
Public transportation.
public transit
Creating more Public transit options
Multiple modes
Creating separate bike corridors, and promoting bike repair kiosks along the way.
The region’s estuaries and river valleys are protected as are upland habitats in the eastern
parts of the region.
Focus on infill and redevelopment.
Land acquisition for high speed rail along I-75 or maintaining existing rails.
Growth boundary. Increased transit and bike lanes. Environmental issues.
Anything other than the options detailed here.
Control unbridled growth and protect wild life.
There will be a passel of new roads needed around tech centers. FDOT can concentrate on
funneling funds to counties to build them, preferably with underground utilities. Need more
transit.
address transportation needs of existing development - future/new development should be
made to cover costs of new transportation needs they create. Exiting development/tax payers
should not be required to pay for new development cause needs.
to keep the boundary and improve mass transit
If you are not widening roads, then you wouldn't be collecting an impact fee, so you wouldn't
have much money other than what state would give you and gas taxes.
The estuary protection and upland/wetland habitat protection is a good use of funds. These
habitats do so much for protecting the area as well as keeping the water clean and healthy.
Inter-regional transit to get workers into the urban core. The workers would use transit if it was
an easier go with better turnaround times and reliability.
Creating urban infill will be supported by Bus Rapid Transit and other transit infrastructure.
Enforcing the urban growth boundary
Pay extra to build around preserves.
public transport
Fixed bus transit.
Non car transportation investments
Grant financial incentives for land owners to redevelop their parcels
Set bus lanes, rapid transit in the city. Look at what Indianapolis has done with it's new
redline. https://www.indygo.net/red-line/
Again -- design and planning. Use your civil engineers wisely. Think out of the box with
creative solutions, but spend the time and money necessary to really find and probably test
those solutions.
alternative modes - public transit, walking, biking
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Premium transit, infill development, mode shift.
Mass transit
Increasing frequency and reliability of bus services and promoting bike/electric scooter usage.
Best use of transportation funds in this scenario would be to increase the number of routes
offered so that people can get the bus from neighborhoods that are large and only has one
bus stop bordering it, like Bayshore Gardens. People have to walk miles to get to the nearest
stop. Also funds should go to decreasing the wait time between each bus. Better, more
seamless cooperation between SCAT and MCAT should be focused on as well. Funds could
also be used to improve/create sidewalks and bike lanes covering the entire urban area west
of I-75, and install safer crosswalks. A public service campaign to raise awareness about the
existence and benefits of pedestrians, as currently drivers are not looking for pedestrians
enough or they don't know how crosswalks work and there are lots of drivers who are hostile
towards people walking or on bikes. People seem to feel that if someone doesn't drive, they
are poor, homeless, drug addicted, undesirable low-lifes, because no effort has been made to
change people's perception about it.
Q13. How would you rate the Vibrant Places Scenario? (1 star is the worst, 5 stars is the best) / ¿Como
evaluarías es escenario de Lugares Vibrantes? (1 estrella es peor, 5 estrellas es lo mejor)

Q14. What do you like best about the Vibrant Places Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta más sobre escenario de
Lugares Vibrantes?
141 Responses
supports inevitable urbanization planfully
I like the idea of light rail but do not know enough about the impact it might make on
environment and structure versus using bus service.
Economic diversity
not much
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Not sure! Might help with traffic along 41.
Nothing
Some thought
Transportation /Environment
Nothing. This is terrible too!
All of the above
Nothing.
A light rail would encourage use of public transit and would potentially extend life of roadways
and would reduce congestion. Investment in bike and pedestrian improvements.
It's forward thinking. Enacting this plan would drive economic development, attract a younger
citizenry and be good for the environment and community.
Focus on equity/enhancement of current neighborhoods
Economic diversification to support urban centers and enhance urban neighborhoods.
Support urban centers
Urban centers with everything I need
The investment in "premium transit"
It makes financial, practical, and health-related sense. The light transit should make a circuit
around downtown Sarasota, sorta like the Disney people mover.
These scenarios provide so little information that it’s hard to rate them. Really don’t get it. In
any case, need to protect wetlands and natural habitats and have meaningful green setbacks.
This is florida and should be an ugly concrete canyon.
Premium transit investments supported with TOD!
The support of the existing urban areas and neighborhoods
proposed public transit solutions, probably a more pragmatic approach given the existing
sprawl to the east
Limiting growth to the West and premium transit to the East
focus on premium transit investments...
It is future looking. Allows for easy transit from the east where lower cost housing can be
located.
Strong focus on public transit and cycling infrastructure
TOD
Maximizes efficiencies in land use.
Transportation focus is on vehicles other than cars
New transit
I like this alternative best!! Mass transit and transit choice is the answer. Reduce urban
sprawl into interior Florida and environmentally sensitive areas. This alternative needs to
include connectivity to Tampa/Naples.
TOD! economic diversification and multi-modal focus.
Focus on integrated growth and reducing individual need for autos.
All sound good, especially TOD, but still need the idea of sustainable growth
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Investing in high-quality transit and bike/ped improvements and focusing new development on
access to those improvements.
everything
protecting wetlands
Light rail and BRT is a great idea in high population markets but this area is not large enough
to support either one and the tax burden would be enormous .
more $ for mass transit and mass transit
Use of mass transit
Enhancing Urban neighborhoods.
This fails to acknowledge the problems with lack of density along areas north or the City of
Sarasota on 41, affordable housing being pushed out, and where our workforce is actually
located
Economic diversification in urban areas
invest in premium transit options
Economic diversification
Not too much
All of it! Especially, the focus on economic diversification and reducing carbon emissions.
Reduce carbon emisions
Attempts to make public transportation more functional
Premium transit and bike and pedestrian improvements
Mass transit development
Growth Management-Premium transit
economic/growth management
Limits expansion of the roadway system, which would just invite more excess growth.
Emphasis on public transit investment.
Investing in transit, bike and pedestrian improvements
Development of an integrated public transport network
It is anticipating change and accommodating a fast efficient public transport network
Western areas get growth and transportation
multi-modal transport
nothing..you need to make more parking and road made wider for the growth in the area.
more bike lanes
Great to have alternatives to cars/roads
premium transit
minimal road improvements
Nothing. This is just euphanism for more growth that is not sustainable. see previous
comments
Invest in premium transit and bike improvements.
Offers a strong vision that will appeal to many people.
takes some pressure of the interstate
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Its probably the more realistic obtainable visions. It morphs from the current to the new
vision. In the future those in the East communities will be poorer and need public
transportation.
Economic diversification
The light rail option & economic diversification
Premium transportation.
Economic diversification in urban centers and enhancing urban neighborhoods
Economic diversification
Focuses development along major transit routes
continue development in the west and protect the eastern regions
premium investments in transit, walk, bike improvements for TODs
seems to cover all of the important elements of a healthy environment and healthy economic
climate
Talk is cheap.
Need to understand how people connect with opportunities to use alternative transportation.
What keeps them committed to alternative transportation. Getting rid of the stigma of not
driving your own car. Especially with an aging population and limited eyesight. Goodness
transit oriented development
Sustainable and less environment impact and less global warming
Economic diversification
transit oriented development
Urban centers
I don't really know what this means - are you saying to add more business to downtown but
not growth elsewhere? It's unclear. I am onyl giving stars for reducing emissions. Not sure it's
enough to meet current wetland requirements as there is almost no environmental
enforcement right now
focus on future forms of transportation
Investing in premium transit
Economic diversification
Idea of using light rail.
Mass transit
Also unrealistic
Save wetlands and flood zones. With climate change flooding will become a big problem.
All trends
This is the most forward looking of all the plans and utilizes light rail and bus transit.l
Light rail transportation along 41 corridor.
All parts of plan
Not much
reduced carbon
Transportation
More public transportation
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It supports, and is necessary for all scenarios
The Vibrant Places mind set
reducing carbon emissions
Light rail option but make it go between Tampa and fort Myers airport with stops in Venice
Sarasota Bradenton
Protects the environment and provides sensible alternatives to unlimited and unrestrained
growth.
It limits growth east of I75.
Urban area diversification
limiting growth to the western region
Focus on modern transit and don’t limit all road/transit growth
concentrated
Love the notion of public transit along 41.
The region invests in premium transit (either light rail transit or bus rapid transit) along the US
41 corridor and east west corridors connecting downtowns with I-75.
Reduce carbon emissions
Premium transit investments
Economic diversification.
I like enhancing our urban neighborhoods and the idea of premium transit options like light
rail. I also think it's smart to think of other transportation options over widening existing
roadways.
Largely unattainable
It allows east-of-I-75 to remain off limits for major development.
It can enhance urban neighborhoods properly.
Probably best plan for bike lanes, bike parking, elec. bikes.
I like the idea of development of commuter transportation methods that do not travel on
exiting roadways.
will believe light rail when I see it
Dreamy plan
I like the focus on premium transit development.
Light rail is something we should begin immediately
Limiting growth to the western part of the region.
Sounds unrealistic.
Focus on infill development and transit-oriented development
It is community-focused.
Vibrant Places combines the best of many options. People like living in their neighborhoods.
There is less isolation and a lot less wasteful lawns (lawns are complete waste of time/effort
and hurt the environment because of pesticides/fertilizer/machinery).
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I think its a great way to model ourselves after in creating a more interesting and exciting
place to work.
TOD!
Yes! Transit is the sustainable Future
I like that the focus is on the US 41 corridor and not out east. I-75 will take care of the north
south traffic out east. The west side of town is going to need more attention to avoid
congestion in the future.
Would revitalize dilapidated neighborhoods in the urban corridor. Growth limited to western
part of the region. Should increase the tax base.
Transit and bike improvements
I'm not sure what "premium transit investments" and "transit oriented development" are
beyond cute buzzwords, but they work - hope they are as good as they sound.
i probably like this one the best. again, this one controls where growth happens. i really like
the idea of TOD.
Transit oriented development
Premium transit focus
Good balance between transportation and the environment. Focus on TOD is something all
the plans should have.
I am supportive of any efforts to improve the public transit systems.
Q15. What do you like least about the Vibrant Places Scenario? / ¿Qué le gusta menos sobre escenario
de Lugares Vibrantes?
131 Responses
fails to recognize reality east of 75
unsure
Lack of groundwater mitigation during development or retrofit.
Even more disruptive
Moves pollution east.
This approach can cause a false sense of comfort causing overpopulation and people who
don’t like or can’t use mass transit.
No roads
North Port is not included in these plans. Any reason why?
Growth management
Everything. This is terrible too!
Not sure why narrative description states..."limit growth in the western part of the region"...I
disagree with that part.
Light rail transit or bus rapid transit - both bad ideas.
No guarantee developments would use premium transit system without making the public
aware of the incentives.
As a community, do we have the political courage to go in this direction?
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Very little! Just the fact that this scenario only meets requirements for, not enhances,
wetlands
Minimal roadway improvements.
Minimizes road expansion east of I-75
The concept of limiting growth to the western part of the region. I'm not certain what that
means, but I interpret that as a statement against improving mass transit between Lakewood
Ranch and downtown Sarasota. We need better/direct bus lines/light rail between these
urban centers.
nothing
Got to stop clear cutting and don’t allow development with any foliage around it. Stop
concrete canyons. Preserve habitats. Increase smaller van type and more frequent public
transport vs big buses . Make sure add bike trails and or sidewalks for walk/bike.
no problem
The idea that there will be minimal road improvements. That's how it is now, some older roads
stay bad, new roads get attention.
TOD along corridor is nice but does not provide a solution to the low density area. A density
increase west of I75 is also needed as part of the growth management solution
It does not address North-South transport along I-75 to move people back and forth between
Palmetto (or as far North as Tampa) and south to Venice
'minimal roadway improvements'....but this has to include efforts to enhance Fruitville....I note
around $9 million in federal money was available for a Fruitville (41 to Washington)
Streetscape only to be walked away from...
The cost.
Doesn't strive to do better for environmental protection
Isolates communities and cultural differences.
Not enough emphasis on improving environmental quality.
Road improvements needed east.
Needs to include an very heavy Environmental component protecting Florida.
less environmental protection and growth limits
May not have as much environmental impact focus.
No mention of new economic/cultural centers.
Potential for sprawl east of I-75
nothing
light rail is too expensive for the population density we have or will have
The idea
nothing
Not considering growth and improvement east of I-75
Predicates solely in enhancing US 41. An origin - destination study should dictate the road
network capacity. I don't see the latter support US41 enhancement. Vehicles are the main
form of transportation.
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This fails to acknowledge the problems with lack of density along areas north or the City of
Sarasota on 41, affordable housing being pushed out, and where our workforce is actually
located
Minimal roadway improvements
not sure it will do enough for poor communities
Premium transit investment
Too much emphasis on urban areas, neglects rural areas, areas east of I75
Nothing!
Too much emphasis on picking winners among TODs competing for government
infrastructure funds
Economic diversity will occur naturally with proper incentives.
We will not be able to afford an effective and efficient mass transit system. Not sure how
much economic diversification this would supply.
The timing/sequence of the public transit investment. The later it starts in relation to
intensification the less beneficial it will be.
limiting road improvements to existing roads
Doubt whether residents would be willing to transfer mode from car to public transport
I'm not in g=favor of remote communities.
Eastern areas lack infrastructure that leads to better development
significant change without vision
Don’t believe it’s feasible
everything. we need wider roads and bike lanes wider for saftey reasons
Cost
expansion to the east
limited protection and enhancement of natural areas
see previous comments
Minimal roadway improvements. Terrible!
Large investment in transit technologies that will be out-dated in the coming decades.
The sense of community is not promoted and population is still sprawled.
"Premium transit" (light rail, bus rapid transit) doesn't fit with our character
Minimal roadway improvements
Bare minimum environmental controls.
Minimal roadway improvements
Need to take a different look at transit and how that should work. Common sense
improvements to bike and pedestrian ways.
Not enough protection for wetlands areas
I am happy with the statement at the top of the page. We need to promote smart building in
places that make sense. We need to have a strategic plan and we need to enforce it.
nmothing
No budget for transportation needs.
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Need to tie into financial consideration for utilizing alternative means... It has to become so
expensive to drive--- then it would be better to use other means. HIgh gas, high taxes on
private cars- really higher taxes and costs for multi vehicle households.
limiting investemnt in growing East county
Cost of transportation
Minimal roadway improvements
Seems to avoid minority and lower income neighborhoods
it's no good if you're saying no road improvements. If nothing else you have to slightly elevate
them / resurface them with something permeable so they don't flood, but then you get more
soaking underneath, trapped, and that might make the ground shift? I don't know, you just
need to stop all the building. There is too much building and it's of low quality to the
community.
needs more focus on land preservation
No mention of increased environmental protections
Minimal roadway improvement
Busses are not always the best choice
Ignores area east of 75 where development is already out of control.
I don’t think rail is economically feasible and most folks hate taking buses. I personally like rail
transit.
Minimal roadway improvement. No new roads but keep existing ones in good shape.
None
Minimal roadway improvements.
Don’t limit road improvement East of 75. Include that area in public transport action plans too
N/a
Focus on transit by rail. Not an advocate here in our “FL Resort” environment
No road investment
Expensive to put in light rail
Road improvement cannot be ignored.
N/A
again, how about exceeding rather than meeting minimum requirements to protect wetlands
Focusing on downtown only. Short sighted thinking. 41 floods now. Ridiculous to think that
won’t continue. Put light rail out of flood zones !
growth needs to be to the west
It doesn't improve traffic conditions in existing communities east of I75.
Not enough environmental improvement.
not really retiree oriented
N/A
no effort to preserve conserve natural space
Not sure this can be done without roadway improvements.
Few road improvements are made in the east.
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No discussion about an additional bridge over the Manatee River, the single most area of
congestion in the area.
Minimal roadway improvements. Only meeting wetland and flood zone protection.
In the graph provided, it doesn't appear you're thinking multi-regionally with the premium
transit model. How would our premium transit work outside our two-county area?
Will never happen
It could result in tiny sidewalks again. Please keep sidewalks wide in urban areas (like Paris).
needs to include short distance transportation options in the existing developed areas.
more affordable housing should be near downtown for downtown workers then they may stay
downtown after work
Economic diversification has been an endeavor of economic development teams entities for
years. I wouldn't expect current trends in this region to change magically. TOD is a nice
dream but you have to have the market for developers to build that. We don't.
I dislike the lack of additional protections in coastal habitats, because I feel it is most
important.
I am sire that a wide majority of participants will like this idea, but I feel that it is unrealistic for
this area. We need a more diverse economy to make this work. Tourism and housing
construction will continue to dominate well into the future. And, that scenario is basically out of
the window already to some extent with all of the sprawl that is occurring now ,and will
continue as more and more out east developments are getting approvals today. There is no
political or financial will for this scenario to work here until we get balanced governments.
This is not possible with current trends and silo thinking.
Doesn't include increased protection for wetlands and coastal habitats/storm surge zones.
It doesn’t have the development boundary of the Environmental Scenario.
People used to/in love with typical single family will complain.
nothing
N/A
I believe that the premium transit should be available in the west as well as the east part of
the region and growth should be encouraged in the west, as well, because many small
business owners go out of business and other new or existing business owners should be
encouraged to branch out in the west as well as the east.
Needs more housing density to be successful
I don't think light rail is realistic at this point. Where would it go?
Does not factor in affordable housing
There's nothing stopping growth. It throws more use on "major arteries"
Same as above!
It only meets environmental standards and doesn't exceed them
Somewhat unrealistic given political and economic context.
It doesn't focus on non-premium transit (i.e. regular buses) and the economy section is very
vague. Would best be combined with another scenario, like the tech one.
I don't feel like this scenario explains what it is enough to feel like I can give a thoughtful
answer compared to the previous scenarios. However, I don't think that there should be limits
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to the growth of the existing urban areas west of I-75. I feel it is better to fill in the gaps and
improve overall the urban areas that already exist but aren't being used to their full potential.
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Q16. What is the best use of transportation funds in the Vibrant Places Scenario? / ¿Cuál sería el mejor
uso de los fondos de transportación para el escenario de Lugares Vibrantes?
129 Responses
bus seems much less costly than light rail especially since old railroad right-of-way has been
given over to legacy trail
If light rail or bus, safety is most important and that enough research has been done to know
the financial impact on the county, growth is not harming animals.
Alternative transportation.
...
Clean up presently existing pollution and infrastructure.
Roads
Expand all routes to North Port both along 41 and to and from I75.
Nothing. This is terrible too!
Invest in premium transit and bike and pedestrian improvements
Premium Transit
Not enough information provided.
Public outreach encouraging use of premium transit systems. Planning and workshops to
make most efficient use of corridors.
Maintains necessary roadways--if I'm reading this correctly--while focusing on alternative,
environmentally sustainable ways to get people where they want or need to go.
TODs
Premium transit investments supported with TOD.
Improve roads
Safe walking and biking in urban centers. Safe walk/bike access from areas surrounding
urban centers.
Improve the bus lines/develop light rail between Lakewood Ranch and downtown Sarasota
transit
See earlier comments
Invest in transit improvement, bike and walking environment improvements.
It seems like a drop in the ocean but trying to reduce carbon emissions will tell our population
that the future has to be better than our present.
light rail for corridors + local circulators solutions
Light rail with buses who can move commuters along the I-75 corridor and certain areas
West, connecting with bus stations.
Fruitville and Blvd of the Arts Streetscape....BotA as a Complete Street.....now the Rosemary
has over 3,000 residents!
Purchase of right of ways for this yep of expansion.
BRT
Rapid transit
Investment in transit and bike access.
Rails
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Real mass transit improvements NOW! Don't delay!
Creating connectors between the new urban "centers" to make it easy to get around the area.
Non-automobile transportation, with some road maintenance funding.
Investing in high-quality transit and bike/ped improvements and focusing new development on
access to those improvements.
all of it
no
Focus on using smaller buses in neighborhoods that connect to larger buses on main road
that run more frequently. Then promote the use of buses.
mass transit and bike accessibility
Improve vehicle and bike/pedestrian infrastructure ahead on congestion
bicycle infrastructure
Cost effectiveness in improving the exiting road network system. Truly making it safely
integrated with other transportation modes. The drastic mix of sedan vehicles and semi
trailers is of MAJOR concern over the existing network. Particularly with limit land conditions
and driving distances.
Improving existing infrastructure and creating a grid system
Transit oriented development
bike and pedestrian improvements
bike & pedestrian improvements
Premium transit and bike and pedestrian improvements
wetland protection and transit / bike improvements
public transport, bike and recreational opportunities. The roads require maintenance, but I
would avoid their expansion
Mass transit
Invest in premium transit with bike and pedestrian safety
invest in premium transit, bike and pedestrian improvements
?
Protected lanes for bike lanes and public transit.
moving people with less road development
Quality public transport
Investment in premium transit and smarter use of existing infrastructure for bikes and
pedestrians.
Connect more eastern areas to Sarasota MSA
planning for real world traffic patterns
allow for more bike lanes that are in every area of the Scenario. wider roads, more parking,
bike lanes to go in every way east-west and north-south.
Build out in cost effective way
limited public transit
see previous comments
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Assure appropriate arterial roads exist along with safe bike lanes.
Developing transit and other transportation modes based on autonomous vehicles (AV) and
related technologies.
Public Transportation, Electric vehicle lanes and bike lanes.
Focusing funds on improvements in the west
Light rail
pedestrian development
Support of TOD
Funding that can be supported with an economically sustainable model. Tying the integration
and synergy of land use, residential and commercial/jobs to transportation, but not trying to
force the issue of certain modes where it is not viable or makes sense.
Public transportation along major transits.
north/south light rail is a good idea to afford a transportation alternative to cars. Located along
301 may be better than along 41 to push traffic along the eastern edge of Sarasota..
premium investments in transit, walk, bike improvements for TODs
Overhead monorail transport system, encourage multiple persons in one vehicle to reduce
congestion.
Spend them money on an ongoing PR campaign to get people put of their cars and to use
alternative means.
light rail, dedicated bus lanes
Inexpensive rail
Bike and pedestrian improvements
premium transit
Climate appropriate bus stops
Bicycle trails sound very nice, but in the Sarasota reality, of torrential
downpours/lightning/thunder, and the massive heat and humidity, it's not practical for most
people to mostly travel by bike - not when they need to be somewhere well dressed and not
dripping with sweat, eg at work or a restaurant (unless work has shower facilities) it is no
good for people getting groceries as it's generally too far. It is no good when people are
driving pickup trucks and enormous SUVs around the place and often texting at the wheel so
they don't drive in a straight line, or they drive too fast. You'd have to have a slight death wish
to commute by bike at the moment. Sarasota drivers used to be so polite and genteel, now
they are aggressive, partly because there is too much traffic so people get antsy. Partly
because people aren't really held to a standard of behavior anymore. Also where to park the
bike. Also unless you can shower at your destination, you are a sweaty damp mess just
asking to be a mosquito buffet. You can have borrow bike stations around town, but that's
only to get you around town and it's no good if you're dressed up/it's raining / you have things
to carry / you have injuries / you are old. These urban solutions you are proposing are imports
from ANY CITY. They DO NOT WORK IN SARASOTA BECAUSE IT IS A <> CITY in its
geography, weather, natural environment, layout, Please think harder. or not - stop building,
and the problem will be solved quite quickly
alternative forms of transportation besides roads for single passenger cars
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Premium transit
Invest in premium transit
Research what other developing areas are successfully using light rail vs busses, even mono
rail.
Light rail
Regardless of buses, bike paths, and rail, we still need major road improvements in this
region
Public transport.
light rail or rapid bus transportation
The environment.
Public transportation
Light rail, public transportation
As prior stated: Bus route and quality expansion for the employed,retired, aging, handicapped
Good and wide ranging and extended hours public transportation
Auto alternatives
Major point to point light rail. Greatly increase non-motorized trails.
N/A
reducing carbon emissions, protecting wetlands
Light rail from fort Myers to Tampa and then Tampa north to state border. Extension from
Tampa east to orlando
light rail
Improve roads east of I75.
Transit, bike improvements
Just as described in scenario
Create a bus or transit lane, and/or a light rail so that folks can enjoy rapid transit in and out of
the city.
Investing in better transit options along I-75 as a whole.
Premium transit investments.
Premium transit improvements.
Finding a better solution rather than a band-aid for how we travel is the best option, so
identifying a new, premium transit model that works multi-regionally is vital.
See no place for use of funds.
Transit for workers, maybe several types of transit.
On new roads, prepare for underground utilities.
providing convenient mass transit options is important - just building more roads for more
vehicles is not the solution.
light rail
This is massive money that you won't get without significant reprioritization of financing and
funding sources. Density (lack thereof) is also an issue.
The best use of funds is investing in premium transit and bike and pedestrian improvements.
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Transit
Investments in premium transit will also incentivize urban infill and redevelopment
Transit-oriented development
Frequent transit like autonomous vehicles or light rail and water based transport.
public transport / biking/walking
Multi-modal improvements.
Frequent transit plus upzoning
Transit system upgrades and modernization
Urban center growth.
Do focus on improvements that lead to alternatives to just automobiles.
alternative modes to the auto - public transit, walking, biking. making higher density
workable.
Transit oriented development. Premium transit. Connecting communities. Bike walk transit
improvements.
Mass transit
Developing a high-speed line running from Tampa to North Port and vice-versa, focus on
frequency of public transport and ease of use of pedestrians and cyclists in cities.
As with all of the other scenarios, funds should be used for adding more bus routes to
accommodate neighborhoods with only one or two stops, having the busses run every 30
minutes should be implemented, and merging the services of both SCAT and MCAT so a
person can freely go back and forth to the two counties without worrying about differences in
fare or passes being valid on just one service. An app or some type of electronic means to
pay for bus fare via a cell phone is crucial, and both counties should be using the same one.
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Q17. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately addresses future population growth
is... / Al comparar todos los escenarios, el que aborda adecuadamente el crecimiento futuro de la
población es...Trend / Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health /
Salud Ambiental
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Q18. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately increases the accessibility and
mobility options available to people is... / Al comparar todos los escenarios, el que aumenta
adecuadamente las opciones de accesibilidad y movilidad disponibles para las personas es... Trend /
Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health / Salud Ambiental
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Q19. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately emphasizes the preservation,
resiliency, and reliability of the transportation system is... / Al comparar todos los escenarios, el que
enfatiza adecuadamente la preservación, la resistencia y la confiabilidad del sistema de transporte es ...
Trend / Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health / Salud Ambiental
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Q20. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately enhances the integration and
connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes, for people and freight is... / Al
comparar todos los escenarios, el que mejora adecuadamente la integración y la conectividad del
sistema de transporte, a través y entre modos, para las personas y el cargamento es ... Trend /
Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health / Salud Ambiental
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Q21. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately increases the safety and security of
the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users is... / Al comparar todos los escenarios,
el que aumenta adecuadamente la seguridad del sistema de transporte para usuarios motorizados y no
motorizados es ... Trend / Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health
/ Salud Ambiental
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Q22. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that adequately promotes efficient system
management and operation is... / Al comparar todos los escenarios, el que promueve adecuadamente la
gestión y operación eficiente del sistema es ... Trend / Tendencias, Economic Diversity / Diversidad
Económica, Environmental Health / Salud Ambiental
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Q23. When comparing all of the scenarios, the one that improves the way I live and travel is... / Al
comparar todos los escenarios, el que mejora la forma en que vivo y viajo es ... Trend / Tendencias,
Economic Diversity / Diversidad Económica, Environmental Health / Salud Ambiental

Demographics
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Q24. Age / Edad
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Q25. Race/Ethnicity (Check all that apply) / Raza/Etnicidad (Marque todas las que apliquen)
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Q26. Gender / Género
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Q27. Contact Information / Informacion de contacto
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1.5

Vision Survey

The MPO used SurveyMonkey platform for the third survey, open from February - March 2020.
One version of the survey was created using both English and Spanish separated by a ‘/’. This
method proved to be time effective for MPO Staff when creating and distributing these surveys.
Thirty copies of the survey were distributed to each library in Sarasota and Manatee County.
The community was asked to share their thoughts on what they liked and disliked about each
scenario. Based on the community's input, the community vision was developed. Participants’
reactions to the vision helped the MPO finalize the community vision. This Community vision
sets the context for transportation improvements developed for the Long Range Transportation
Plan. Through partnerships and staff outreach, 209 people participated in this survey. Below are
the descriptive figures of the survey responses.
1.5.1 Major Takeaways from the Vision Survey
Responses from this survey were used to finalize the 2070 Vision. Below is the latest version of
the 2070 Vision Map.
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Q1. Promote Economic Diversity: Attract high tech businesses and employees, focus on port centers as
economic engines, brand and plan for the higher education/cultural corridor on US 41, prepare
transportation infrastructure for new technology. / Promover la Diversidad Económica: atraer empresas
y empleados de alta tecnología, concéntrarse en los centros portuarios como motores económicos,
planificar para el corredor de educación superior / cultural en US 41, preparar la infraestructura de
transporte para la nueva tecnología.
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Q2. Preserve Environmental Health: Safeguard treasured environmental assets, plan for resiliency from
storms and flooding, balance protection and land use, increase density and decrease auto dependency. /
Preservar la Salud Ambiental: salvaguardar los activos ambientales, planificar la resistencia a las
tormentas e inundaciones, equilibrar la protección y el uso de la tierra, aumentar la densidad y disminuir
la dependencia del automóvil.
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Q3. Create Vibrant Places: Increase housing and transportation choices, provide more multimodal
options including safe walking and bicycling, preserve corridors for future premium transit to connect
urban centers. / Creando Lugares Vibrantes: aumentar las opciones de alojamiento y transporte, brindar
más opciones multimodales, como caminar y andar en bicicleta de manera segura, preservar los
corredores para el tránsito premium en un futuro para conectar centros urbanos.
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Q4. What do you like BEST about the 2070 VISION for Sarasota/Manatee? Please list up to three: / ¿Qué
es lo que más te gusta de la VISIÓN 2070 para Sarasota / Manatee? Enumere hasta tres:
100 Responses
1.
2.
3.
concentrate
provide varying modes of
limit sprawl through direct
development in the
transportation
investment in existing
urban core
infrastructure
Emphasis on non auto
Limiting coastal development
Preserving our treasures.
transportation and
planning for the
corridors for same.
Regional employment
Major employment center
Port centets
corridor
commitment to better
limitations on urban development train potential
options for pedestrians
& cyclists
Vision
The development of
Express transit services
Potential Intercity rail
high-tech, educational,
cultural corridors
Sustainable
Encourages walking and biking
Mass trasit additions
Premium Transportation High Tech/Educational/Cultural
Potential Intercity Transportation
Corridors
Center
Expanding problems on I75 is a major problem
Focuses future
Build up versus spread out
Protects the coastal assets as
population and
approach
well as interior watersheds
employment growth
around transit corridors
The emphasis on
I also like how it takes into account other key factors such as housing
vibrant places
and jobs.
Protect the environment Provide adequate intrastructure
Preserve wetlands
for high volume tragffic
strong limitations on
no new roads
encourage high-tech
what can be built east of
I-75
Redevelopment focus
multi-modal
bicycle
Increase bicycle usage
corredors
SCAT especially the Englewood Village to Beach run
Its boldness
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1.
2.
Focus on creating viable Focus on education + universities
quality communities for
high-tech employees
Projects to reduce
Resiliency planning
congestion
that you are thinking
adding mass transit is a must
now about the future
Conservation Area
High tech corridor
Regional Employment
High tech Corridor
Corridor
Investing in Tech
Port Investment
Safe premium bike lanes that are not disconnected
environment
economic diversity
Environmental Health
Maximizing land efficiency
consideration
Environmental focus
Connectivity
Major employment
Potential inter-city rail
centers along 75
Transit System
Living in new areas
Emphasis on enhancing transit and walkable communities
Promote job
Express transit and increased
opportunities
bus transit
continued focus on
environmental protections
reducing carbon
footprint
Regional approach to
Intelligent transportation system
integrate
Sarasota/Manatee
Consideration of
Consideration of traffic corridors
environmental issues
Hopefully fixing traffic
bike lanes
Expansion/improvement Preservation of important
of the full range of
environmental areas
transportation modes
Affordable housing
Multimodal transportation
Protection of the
enviroment
Less dependency on
cars
Job emphasis

Redevelopment of the already
urban areas
improving US-41

3.
goal of reducing carbon
emissions
Placemaking emphasis
adding roads east of 75 to hook
up the major arteries is a must
Premium Transit
Express Transit Service
Tourist Investment
vibrant places
Economic diversity
New modes of travel
Express transit to/from
Sarasota/North Port
Traveling to key landmarks
Growth Management and
sustainability
additional bike lanes, public
transit options
Support of economic
development
Protection of east county low
density
walking paths
Connection of communites
Increase environmental
protection and zoning to protect
wildlife
reducing carbon footprint
controlling growth east of 75

Much much more emphasis on walking
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1.
Protecting environment
Rail transportation
The vision horizon is too
far out-need short term
goals and results.

2.

Need to control developers, (and
politicians) especially in
downtown areas. They are the
ones creating transportation
problems
I like the fact that you are asking the public.
New roads
Limit growth
more complete streets
safe routes for bicycling
Focus on job growth
focus on infill growth
like that you are asking
our opinions
complete thought
process
Attracting employers
that offer higher paying
employment
the environmental
health part with
conservation protection
Good to consider
emerging technologies
nothing it will only bring
more tourists
Transit oriented
development
Attempts to manage
traffic congestion
through public transit
and alternative
transportation.
focus on other kinds of
transportation
Improve infrastructure
Protecting Environment
No new roads

3.

Builders should pay more for road
improvement and public
transportation.

Preserve wetlands
focus on multi model
transportation network

Keeping the protection of the
Offering solutions for
environment in mind while
transportation options for a
continuing to grow and expand
growing population and business
the economy
development
the charts of survey results section, which is significant
Sustainability is indeed the key

Preserve the environment

Premium transit

Coordination between land use
and transportation

The focus on economic and
livability.

preserving environment

places to live and walk

Better roads
Enhancing mass transit options
Provision for developing
transport modes

storm preparedness
Increasing connection roads
Barrier for new development to
the east of I-75
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1.
2.
Defining the areas of
Defining the transportation
attention and the
requirements
categories
not sure if this place can support a lot of industry
Balancing multiple
Accepting and planning for
priorities
change
Supports Economic
Provides for balanced growth
Diversity
oriented transportation facilities

it is short
Creating more
destination
neighborhoods vs urban
sprawl!
Focusing on improving
cycling/pedestrian
access
covers all modes
Controlling growth
Safer walking
Improvement for bus
and rail
Connected roadway
network east of I-75
Focus on people (how
they get through day to
day...get to work, school,
leisure activities.
Fowrad thinking and
planning
Recognition of
importance of cultural
assets
Increasing transit
Protecting the
environment

it is simple
Alternative transportationpremium light rail, MURT,
alternatives to cars, especially to
encourage aging in place and
ease of access
Sustainability

3.
Consideration of the community
and activities

Promotes both infill and new
development opportunities to
support expansions in
technology and educational
facilities
Becoming a tech destination- that
require our city being engaging
and affordable for people of all
ages.

Environmental protection
Less dependence on autos
Planning for pedestrian and cycling paths
Brand and plan for the “high tech
/ educational / cultural corridor”
along US 41
Attention on tourism.

Paying attention towards not just
adding roads and lanes
Mention of environmental
concerns

Attract high tech businesses and
employees
Attention on preserving tje
environment & planning
(development-housing,etc) and
how that will impact the region
environmentally as well as
population (quality of life).
A large focus on pedestrian and
transit ideas
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1.
2.
3.
Thought about tourism
Investment in mobility
focus on resiliency
impacts
Targets what is possibly
needed
Transit
Options/improvements
preserving environment mobility options
Higher transit impact
Multi-modal transit vision
along multiple corridors
Planning for future
Mass transit
Economic impact
efficiency
Loking at infill urban
areas
keeping things green
Mast or fast rail service
and protecting of
wetlands and farms
(agriculture)
It is an attempt to look at where we need to be.
Increase investment in
Increase investment in smart transportation
technology
it is a complete waste of it is a complete waste of
it is nothing but a
time
taxpayer resources
sham/shellgame to benefit
politicians
Bicycles and Pedestrians have a high emphasis.
Premium transit on US
Firm up and protect the urban
This community has to get
41 and other East-West
growth boundary
behind/ "fund" transit
Corridors
Visually it's simple and
It's a great roadmap if properly
Nice big picture overview
makes sense
implemented and communicated
with other planning groups
The amount of inclusion The realization that all forms of
Focus on Vision Zero
of the community in the transportation are going to be
development of this
rapidly affected by technologu
plan
Focus on access to the
Looking at serving all community Focus on higher education in the
city via transportation
members, including addressing
area. USF SArasota-Manatee is a
ofptions
the affordable housing issue
great option for our community,
and state, that is underutilized.
Environmental
Potential transit system that is
Potential rail system
protections and
attractive
safeguards
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1.
Recognizes need for
economic diversification
Environmental & water/
beach protection
Start of a plan
environmental
focus/sustainability
Multi-modal
infrastructure
major road way
advancements
Affordable housing and
transportation
Prioritize the
environment
intercity rail

2.
3.
Recognizes the importance of
recognizes (somewhat)the
infill development/redevelopment importance of
habitat/environmental systems.
Economic development
Improvement over current
situation
focus on infill
development/walkable
neighborhoods
Land use planning

incentivize multiple modes
Environmental protection

green places focus

more modes of transportation

sustainability over generations

intercity rail

limit growth

develop mass transit
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Q5. What do you like LEAST about the 2070 VISION for Sarasota/Manatee? Please list up to three: / ¿Qué
le gusta MENOS de la VISIÓN 2070 para Sarasota / Manatí? Enumere hasta tres:
96 Responses
1.
too little detail related to development
strategies between major corridors

2.
3.
still need to address
eastern development is still
future congestion as the
likely to occur due to investment
personal vehicle will be
and political will
the main source of
transportation for years
to come
Not enough urgency for reducing green house gases
Conservation
Major multimodal center Urban services
self-driving cars are not a good
more prioritized access for people without cars
investment
Developing east of I-75. Stop building so dang much, that is what's increasing the amount of traffic
here. If you're going to develop put TRUE affordable living options. Apartments that have 1 bedroom
rents under $800, single family homes around in the mid to high $100,000s. It's hard for young
professionals to actually live closer to where we work because of the servere lack of affordable housing
for middle and lower class Americans!
Construction
Port centers on University
The under development
Premium transit for tourism
of Venice
should not only apply to
Sarasota and Anna Maria, but to
other areas as well
Focuses on land use but MPOs have no influence over that
like to see focus on safe street crossings
Multiple Employment Centers
Mutiple Modal
biking pathways and safe roads with
improve capacity-roads
county is expanding eastward
sidewalks are not being addressed
can't handle what they
and can not handle the new
enough
currently have and
demands
counties are not
improving the situation
Not enough emphasis on a high tech
Only presents
It is too focused on commuting;
traffic signals; with few freeways, traffic engineering solutions to
needs to address how our
signals control traffic flow and delay
safety; need to include all region is connected to other
much more than the numbers of lanes. of the E's: education,
parts of Florida, other parts of
Signals that respond to actual traffic in
enforcement, emergency the US, and other countries.
real time could save motorists a lot of
response, etc.
delay and wasted gasoline, and reduce
pollution
Unnecessary to attract high tech
Would encorage more traffic volume
businesses
no building moratorium until infrastructure catches up
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1.
2.
3.
Cannot mandate from a land use
Redevelopment is challenging
perspective
Need for control of builders intrest in over density of homes
Lack of good service to the airport from Schedule issues or not on time.
Englewood
Its feasability
minimal roadway improvements
Lack of recognition for new road
Too much sprawl already Needs more emphasis on
infrastructure
approved or expected
technology, ITS, TSMO
too much home building
taking away our natural
trying to attract MORE people to
space
south florida- we don't need
more people!!!!
Might increase congestion on 41
Express transit service should be higher north
Does not reduce congestion on US41
Bad website/unclear information
Increase Traffic
Less Greenery
More Asphalt and Concrete
It is difficult to see how these roads and bike lanes can be made safe
this survey
Not enough focus on other N/S major
Only access to North Port Doesn't reduce congestion on
road arteries (i.e. Beneva, Tuttle,
is I75 or US41
N&S US41 in Sarasota
Honore))
Timeline
Only vertical
Too far out into the future - things will change throughout the years
No mention of affordable housing for senior population
wary of drawing too many corporations wary of over developing east of 75
and university options, will stress an
already stressed transit infrastructure
N/A
Timing-unfortunately we should have
Can be influenced by political pressure and preferences
started sooner
Leaving USF Sarasota-Manatee by car
Leaving USF SarasotaLeaving USF Sarasota-Manatee
is dangerous, if you didn't fix that its a
Manatee by car is
by car is dangerous
problem
dangerous
The time line is so many years away
Current lack of zoning - corridors have
Educational
Increase transportation police
mix use with industrial and housing
improvement? How is the force to decrease aggresive
nearby; completely lacks aesthetics
county looking at funding driving -- more police officers
and districting to
dedicated to ticketing to
increase the quality of
decrease accidents
education?
Less road maintenance
Increasing traffic
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1.
Seems to encourage development that
is not beneficial
see above
Need road improvements Bridges
Not acknowledging the Sarasota 2050
approved developments
why not 301 corridor in lieu of 41
No focus on Barrier Islands
We need more emphasis on workforce
housing
Nothing
the maps are too small to see well
It's insane to increase density while still
allowing urban sprawl. The recipe for
transportation gridlock
Anything to help market the area
2070 is too far in the future.
continuing sprawl to the east
Decrease dependence on automobile
Not building new roads

2.
3.
Insufficient protection for vital land preservation for fragile
ecosystem
people want to live near
or on the water
Not acknowleding the
proposed 2050 Villages
limited connection from
Venice south

no emphasis on the farmland
out east
The Sarasota USB is not as
relevant now, need to
acknowldege the Countryside
line
development of high tech/
ed/cultural west of 41

More emphasis on trade schools and technical training

I am unable to read the
legends onyou map
display
Road improvements
remain needed. Few trips
can be taken on foot or
bike or on buses that get
caught in traffic too.

I am very interested in this
matter , but the visuals are samll

Living on a barrier island
at age 77 we depend on
auto
Forcing east county
boundaries

could not live without our auto

Bus-only lanes just underuse
and squander lane capacity look what happened in New
Delhi

Doesn't address
housing/population growth
limits
Assumption that we want to
encourage population growth
More attention to the
environmental impact

No restraint on development in
Infill implies high rise vs
downtown Sarasota
single family homes
My perception is the growth is
More support of
conservative & more attention given
alternative transportation
very broad statements, very hard to latch on to true focus
No use of Manatee River or Intercoastal waterway for transportation
The potential for I-75 to become an
There are no proposed
With the expansion of Port
overcrowded local arterial
north-south arterials east Manatee, there is no
of I-75
consideration for a new air-port
east of I-75
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1.
it seems to only focus on FDOT

2.
needs broader vision clearly the plan stays
within the limits of
current development
High tech corridor can
Only happen if we invest
in affordable and
alternative housing and in
local education from K-12

3.
needs a larger harder to obtain
goals

“No no roads” not realistic not to
More emphasis on safety for
consider this an option. Also no
pedestrians- more well marked/
mention of logistics- ie trolley systems
flashing pedestrian walkways
to St Armand’s or 2 miles from
and bike route/ MURT on 41- it’s
downtown, no mention of ferry services
unsafe to bike- period!
to the keys? I hope this isn’t overlooked
because it’s necessary!
Focus on too much high tech
More focus on encouraging tourism and small business
Looking to become a tech meca
Expanding walking an biking over automobile traffic
Not clear how it addresses shipping and trucking
There are very few specifics listed
I don't see much about
no details about new and
mass transit options
enhanced bike and walking
(bus, ferry)
paths
Fixed bus transit, walk and bike
Limit urban service area
Multi modal employment
enhancements in job centers
expansions beyond those centers
currently contemplated
The comment about not focusing on current roadways/infrastructure. As we focus on modes of
transportation (more public transportation, safer walkways), we MUST continue to keep our
infrastructure sound.
Not mentioning the average retail
No plan on educating
In regards to parking areas,
worker way of transportation
public towards a
mandatory multiple bicycle
pedestrian/bike/public
racks
transit way of life
NO NEW TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR NORTH/SOUTH WEST OF I75
Lack of explanation on preserving our
Lots of new orads and expansion east of I-75
way of life
N/A
just doesnt seem very visionary
Very general ideas
leans too much on
no implementation plans or
technology
projects
advancements that have
yet to be seen
Future Growth seems not to be realistic, Need a loop road in east
With self driving cars by 2070,
presently booming
Manatee ala Sarasota
what impact will that have on
transportation?
increase density
It would have been good to have the
There was a section near the south that doesn't seem
2070 vision map on this webpage to
addressed but I can't remember where it was.
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1.
2.
3.
help answer this question...suggestion
for next time.
The absence of a focus on the need for summer,,off tourism season construction planning activity.
not enough bridges to Island Longboat
No bridges across river north south corridors
The fact I will be over 80 years old when these updates are complete
More housing / We do not need any more apartment buildings
It doesn't seem like it is providing for alternative transportation. Seems to focused on trying to get
people to change to mass transit in some form or another
doing the same thing we've always
focusing too much on not focusing too much on spanish
done
transportation related
improvements
everything
everything
but expecially the false vision of
the use of light rail
Need more emphasis on educating the community about sharing the roads with cyclists.
Need to add frequency corridors for
No suggestions for how
Connectivity to
transit see TDP's
to fund premium transit
Charlotte/Hillsborough counties
No plan on how to implement. Need to identify 3 actionable items to get started
There needs to be a plan for safety
In my opinion, traveling
A stronger plan that encompass
education for all as this plan is rolled
by bus has a negative
pedestrian, biking and e-bikes
out. When changes to customary
stigma and wont be as
with destination routes and
transportation are available; patterns of acceptable as envisioned. storage facilities planned for
the community my be changed so that
riders to use as another form of
participation will be as expected.
transportation to work. I think
the most cost effective gains
can be made in this area.
Not enough concrete ideas abt higher
How will this be funded?
ed
More details need to be given on
Preserve our wetlands,
I don't think we need to attract
infrastructure development & impact
beaches, & water! Do no
anybody else here until we get a
fees need to be paid at 100%
overbuild in these areas!
handle on building roads &
schools to accommodate all of
the people that come with new
businesses.
The idea of a walkable community. I
Doesnt appear to have
Doesnt appear to address smart
have a hard time envisioning this
planning for the main
growth while putting these
persons moving into this potential ideas in place.
community. Lots of
retirees
toll roads
seeking
not enough emphasis on road
residents/businesses
expansion
Still does not recognize the growth
I believe North Port has
Transit is a great desire...Our
already approved east of the USB in
established an Urban
demographic will likely never
Sarasota County
fully support it though.
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1.

No road development
Only focused on high tech
fails to address actual economic
projections and funding sources
No strategy for implementation
more eastern focus needed
Need more emphasis on alternatives to
cars
Enhance and plan new mixed use
centers
No need to promote growth - we have
been discovered.
Not enough rail service

2.
3.
service Boundary...it
should be shown
Not enough emphasis on neighborhood protection from
incompatible business/commercial developmentB
Not addressing
Leaving North Port out of
population growth areas
planning
fails to consider
fails to pinpoint conflicts with
ubiquitous toll—collection existing zoning and
technologies/congestion comprehensive plans
pricing
Decisions left to municipalities
improve traffic flow e to
more user friendly roadways for
w
non motorists
congestion
Urban growth East I-75
develop high quality
communities
Use funds to promote the
environment
not enough access to
keys

Affordable housing is needed
desperately
to much tourism promotion
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Demographics
Q6. What is your age? / ¿Cuál es tu edad?
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Q7. What is your gender? / ¿Cuál es su género?
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Q8. Which race/ethnicity best describes you? (Please choose only one.) / ¿Qué raza / etnia te describe
mejor? (Elija solo uno)
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Q9. To receive MPO Special Notices please provide: / Para recibir avisos especiales de MPO, proporcione:
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1.6

Transportation Investment Survey

The MPO used PublicInput.com platform for the fourth survey, open from May – July 2020. One
version of the survey was created in English. On the survey platform, there is a ‘translate’ feature
that will transform the survey in whichever language is chosen. This method proved to be time
effective for MPO Staff when creating and distributing these surveys.
The Transportation Investment Survey asked the community to share their transportation
priorities to help decide which programs and projects are submitted to state and federal
transportation departments for funding.
Through partnerships and staff outreach, X people participated in this survey. Below are the
descriptive figures of the respondents.
1.6.1 Major Takeaways from the Transportation Investment Survey

Q1. How strongly do you agree that we should 'Create Vibrant Places' in Sarasota and Manatee County?
Vision Statement: CREATE VIBRANT PLACES: Increase housing and transportation choices, provide more
multimodal options including safe walking and bicycling, preserve corridors for future premium transit to
connect urban centers.
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Q2. How strongly do you agree that we should 'Preserve Environmental Health' in Sarasota and Manatee
County? Vision Statement: PRESERVE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH: Safeguard treasured environmental
assets, plan for resiliency from storms and flooding, balance protection and land use, increase density
and decrease auto dependency.

Q3. How strongly do you agree that we should 'Promote Economic Diversity' in Sarasota and Manatee
County? Vision Statement: PROMOTE ECONOMIC DIVERSITY: Attract high tech businesses and
employees, focus on port centers as economic engines, brand and plan for the higher education/cultural
corridor on US 41, prepare transportation infrastructure for new technology.
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Q4. Please choose your top five funding priorities from the list below.
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Q5. Please rank these statements by dragging and dropping items in the order of most important to least
important.
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Demographics
Q6. What is your age?

Q7. What is your gender?
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Q8. What is your race/ethnicity?
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Q9. Comments
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